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Krzysztof Lenk, Dr hc. (USA)
Research, design, and the kind of design we need
Interview with Ewa Satalecka – the conference curator

13 LECTURES

245 WORKSHOPS

287 EXHIBITIONS
NECESSITY OF RESEARCH

Krzysztof Lenk, Dr hc (USA)
Professor Emeritus
Rhode Island School of Design

Necessity of Research To design a book cover a designer should read the novel, or familiarize himself with the topic of the book. Before designing a poster for a theatrical play the designer should know not only the content but also the message intended by the director. These are just two examples of situations where the designer should have some fundamental knowledge of the subject before searching for a creative idea and its visual rendering. This is how I was trained in Katowice more than half a century ago.

At that time the field of graphic design was limited to domains of printed media: books, magazines and small occasional prints, stationaries and imitations; media of advertising like posters and ads; support of market products, in the form of packaging and signs; as well as exhibit design. All these activities required designers to do some preparatory study, to grasp the task and specific conditions of the project. Interaction between the developed project and its consumers was as simple and predictable as straightforward design challenges could be. In almost all cases a single designer was in charge of each project. Cognitive puzzles of perception, or challenges of market competition were not problems for designers or their clients.

Education of young designer was limited to basic steps in the design process, with emphasis on visualization practices. Even knowledge of various attributes of visual form and syntax had been not incorporated into the pedagogical process. The success of final projects was dependent upon and measured by a designer’s ability to render a visually attractive composition. Some use of metaphor in the
composition added value to the project. Expectations of the design market, and design education matched each other.

Today we are living in a very different epoch of a “global village.” Through interactive media we navigate the world, at least virtually. What we see on a computer monitor is only the tip of an iceberg of billions of web pages circulating over the global network of the Internet. A new generation of portable phones and pads offers us even more instant access to information. Books can be read on the screens of handheld devices, and maps or dynamic guides help us navigate in the jungle of modern cities. Someone had placed all this stuff on computer servers, organized the information architecture, and made it easy to read on screens. These were designers. Does the traditional term “graphic designer” describe accurately what they are doing now?

Gravity in the design market has swung from designing individual objects to designing complex programs, systems and processes. Focus changed from static, linear, mostly printed – to dynamic, hypertext dominated, interactive media. The designer seldom works alone. In most cases he or she is a member of larger group of specialists working together as a team, where each participant is in charge of their area of expertise. To work efficiently as a team member, not always playing first violin in the team, could be a challenge for a young designer. Rules of proper teamwork behavior have to be learned in advance in school.

Educators in design schools are confronted today with new challenges to prepare students for the demands of a rapidly changing design market. How to do it, when most of today instructors have their personal knowledge and expertise anchored in the rules of traditional design, as a form of personal expression?

It is obvious that the paradigm of curriculum has to be changed, from dominance of training students in a vocational trade, to a new paradigm of programs based on proper balance between “To Know” and “Know-How.” Thus the necessity of research on language and methods of design, here so persuasively presented by professor Jan Kubasiak in his essay: Design Research as Design Practice: Mapping Design Intelligence. Through various research projects, instructors, working as leaders together with students, could build an extended and codified body of knowledge, so important for modern design education. From identifying accessible resources of recent knowledge, through rigorous experiments with visual form, up to tackling advanced social and cultural design problems for the benefit of our
community – it is only a short list of potential projects that benefit from applying various methods of research.

Presentations at the Conference documented so persuasively that design is an important component of life in modern society. In many fields, research-driven design plays a significant role in making life more prosperous, healthier and more pleasant. It has been a great opportunity for students to see, to learn and – what is even more important – to enhance their imagination of what is possible today.

I am very proud that my Alma Mater – ASP in Katowice was able to organize such a significant event. And even more proud that it was the third Conference in a row.
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RESEARCH, DESIGN, AND THE KIND OF DESIGN WE NEED

Jorge Frascara (CA)

This is a general introduction to research in design. It is not directed at the seasoned researcher. Instead, it attempts to define the necessary conditions for research in design, and describe the principles and objectives that define it. The article ends identifying the kind of design that society needs, stating that to a great extent it is missing from design practice and education.

1. Research
The purpose of research in design is the creation of new information, arrived at through an objective and systematically planned process (Ary et al 2006, 18), and generally including members of the user population of the device to be designed. User research is an indispensable component of design research, since designs have to consider the possibilities and limitations of the intended users (Miller 1956; Wright 1981). Research normally involves first a search for existing information related to the problem at hand, to make sure that one is not duplicating efforts and losing time and resources, and to base one’s own departure point on the state of the art of current knowledge. Research serves to: a) get reliable information; b) remove doubts and answer questions; c) test hypotheses; and d) defend proposals.

Some definitions relevant to research in design are listed below.

Basic research leads to the creation of widely applicable principles connected to human conditions; such as research on human factors.

Applied research is the study of specific situations to which existing knowledge has to be adapted. The situation-specific
knowledge created may not be possible to generalize, but is indispensable to the project in question.

**Qualitative research** is common in the human sciences; it studies people's perceptions and actions, as well as the reasons for them, and offers insights into how to approach a design response to a problem.

**Quantitative research** is frequent in the hard sciences, such as physics and chemistry, but also in human sciences such as sociology and anthropology. Statistics is a quantitative method used in social research very often, to assess the frequency of a phenomenon in a given population. It helps the designer identify the presence and severity of something: such as industrial accidents or obesity, in connection with the planning of safety and health campaigns.

Design research and methods have been discussed by many authors (Alexander 1959; Bateson 1972; Cross & Roy 1975; Jones 1970; Morin 1977/1992, and others), and it is very useful to read about them, but in essence one needs to develop a critical attitude and become able to design experiments that generate the information one seeks.

Psychology, sociology and anthropology can provide insight into how to formulate research questions and how to collect pertinent and reliable information. Research can be used, first, to understand a problem, secondly, to develop a proposal, thirdly, to evaluate a proposal, and fourthly, to defend it.

It should be clear that designing, in and of itself, is not researching. As well, open-ended visual explorations, subjective development of expressive images, and intuitive arrangements of visuals, sounds and movement, are not research.

2. Design

Communication design is not centred on the conception and construction of communications, but on the reactions that people experience in front of them, affecting their knowledge, attitudes, feelings or behaviours. This puts people at the centre of the design activities, and expands enormously the range of problems designers can face, making obvious the need for research, particularly in the
social sciences (Frascara 1989, Frascara 2002). The ultimate purpose of design is to improve an existing reality that affects people.

The design of communications cannot be based on universal principles of aesthetics, linguistics or semiotics. Instead, design has to respond to situated, specific communication goals, in relation to a particular public, a particular task, at a given time, in a given place. This helps design products do what they are intended to do. The purpose of research in design is to orient the practice. Research helps make informed decisions in design.

To conceive the best strategy to confront a complex problem we need to work interdisciplinarily. By interdiscipline I understand the merging of different fields, such as Design with Educational Psychology and Astronomy for the creation of teaching aids about the planets; or Medicine, Psychology, Materials Engineering and Design, for reconstructive surgery. The interdiscipline serves to solve problems well, but it also extends the designer’s research tools by learning strategies from other areas.

Research in design can take many different forms.

One can study the legibility or usability of texts, like Herbert Spencer (Figure 1) (Spencer 1968; Spencer, Reynolds & Coe 1975–2007), or Miles Tinker (Tinker 1963). Ron Easterby and Hann Zwaga, instead, developed research strategies to test the comprehension of graphic symbols (Easterby and Zwaga 1976; Easterby and Graydon 1981). These research projects were based on user testing involving a high number of subjects, and are examples of empirical research.
Bibliographic research is normally oriented at using existing knowledge to develop criteria for the solution of a specific problem. One does it to become familiar with the state of the art in a particular area on knowledge. For example, on the basis of publications on optics I developed principles for the implementation of pictograms considering the situation of use for the ISO (Figure 2). I did this to ensure that people could detect the presence of symbols in crowded spaces, because only when the optical problems are solved one can begin to think about the comprehension of a symbol.

I have also done research on the usability of a website for emergency response (Figure 3). Through a long series of interviews and observations of users, I found 53 cognitive, perceptual and behavioural deficiencies of the interface, and developed 34 recommendations for changes.

I also did the redesign of a document presenting information to physicians about the use of pharmaceuticals (Figures 4 and 5). The new design was developed after analysis of the existing one with the help of scientific publications and interviews with users. The redesign improved search and find tasks, memory, and general usability. Research helps obtain measurable results in human performance using communication devices.

Redesigning a hospital form (Figures 6 and 7), Guillermina Noel and I developed eight prototypes through an iterative process of interviews with users to arrive at the final form. Figure 8 shows 18 of the 52 modifications introduced.
### Summary of Canadian Thoracic Society COPD Guidelines

**Diagnosis**

1. **Symptoms**
   - Persistent cough and/or phlegm production
   - Shortness of breath, especially during physical exertion
   - Recurrent lung infections

2. **Signs**
   - Chronic obstruction on spirometry
   - Clinical evidence of bronchitis or emphysema

**Management**

- **Bronchodilators**
  - For relieving symptoms and reducing exacerbations
- **Lung volume therapy**
  - To improve respiratory function
- **Inhaled corticosteroids**
  - For moderate to severe COPD
- **Long-acting bronchodilators**
  - For maintenance therapy

**Prevention**

- Regular exercise
- Smoking cessation
- Immunization

---

#### Table: Classification of Disease Severity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 (Mild)</strong></td>
<td>Minor symptomatology, no or mild activity limitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 (Moderate)</strong></td>
<td>Activity limitation with exertion, some symptoms at rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 (Severe)</strong></td>
<td>Marked disability, significant limitation at rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4 (Very Severe)</strong></td>
<td>Severe disability, severe limitations at all times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Conclusion:**

- COPD is a chronic respiratory disease that affects millions worldwide.
- Early diagnosis and management are crucial for improving quality of life and reducing exacerbations.

---
Something to remember

- The more one knows about a problem, the easier it is to confront it.
- Every design project requires sufficient, precise and reliable information.
- One’s current knowledge is normally not enough to solve a new design problem: this is the birth of the need for research, so as to create the missing information. Existing knowledge serves to begin a project and produce a first prototype; it is normally not enough to produce an optimal solution.
- It is the responsibility of the researcher to clearly define the limits of applicability of the information created by research. Knowledge is seldom generalizable.
- There are three types of generalization of knowledge:
  1) Representational generalization, that is whether the sample population tested represents the wider population to which the research will be applied; 2) Inferential generalization, that is whether the findings can be applied to other contexts; and 3) Theoretical Generalization; whether general principles can be deducted from the findings for more general application (Ritchie & Lewis 2003).
- Research is always useful, not only to produce a good proposal, but also to defend it.
- Almost every design problem is interdisciplinary.
- The interpretation of the results is not a mechanic process, and one has to pass judgement about where correlations are or not cause-effect relations.
- The presentation of the design project is a design project.

What happens when design is not supported by user research?

Hospital signs (Figure 9).

This is what happens when a sign system ignores the cognitive and perceptual capacities of the users: 1) The colour coding has too many elements: impossible to distinguish some from others with certainty, let alone remembering them; 2) The repetition of arrows in the same direction is redundant and confuses more than helps; 3) The arrows have short shafts and are made more illegible because of the small circle in which they fit; 4) The distance between the names of the hospital’s departments and the arrows makes it difficult to relate ones to the others; 5) The location of the sign behind the protective bar obstructs the reading of one line of text. 6) The small texts are not legible from a distance. 7) The writing of the names does not consider the users’ key words: nobody looks for “Clinica Ostetrica” (Clinic for Obstetrics) but “Ostetricia”. The same applies to “Divisone Ostetrica” and “Punto Prelievi” (Facility for Blood Tests): they foreground a meaningless word. The initial letter of the
keyword is crucial in sign reading, and it should be leaning against the left margin. Such names of the departments are not ordered alphabetically, they are arranged considering where they are located in relation to the sign: but who confronts a sign wondering what is to be found to the right or to the left? One looks for a given department, doesn’t one?

In sum, the sign does not consider the visitors’ needs, nor the questions they have in mind.

Text for packaging (Figure 10)

The packaging for salty crackers shows the number of calories contained in the product (173), sugar (13 grams), fats (5 grams), saturated fats (25 grams) and sodium (0.95 gram). These are data, but are not information. The transformation of data into information requires a context: what is the amount of each component advisable for a good diet?

This is a typical example of a text that is expert-centred and not user-centred. The legislation is observed, but if one is not a nutritionist or a medical doctor the numbers do not mean anything. Without user research about comprehensibility, the public is not respected and the messages produced are useless.

3. The kind of design we need

Socially relevant projects need to be developed in design education and practice. One must find a need to be addressed; it can be an extreme need, such as teaching Africans to avoid AIDS contamination, or a simpler need, like making phone bills easier to understand. Social relevance should go hand in hand with methodological responsibility. To become an agent of change for the better, design needs to be supported by research.

A word about education

User research should be introduced from the beginning in design programs, since user performance is central to the success of any kind of communication. Studies at the Master level in design should not be a continuation of undergraduate studies, they should equip the students with the research tools and the existing knowledge of a specific design area. Doctoral research must be oriented at the generation of new knowledge. But without meaningful problems, research is useless, however carefully developed it might be.

As much as formal education needs attention, continuing education needs it just as much. Designers need to stay up to date with current research in the field. Information Design Journal, Design Issues, Design Studies, Visible Language, and Design Research Quarterly are journals that for many years have published good articles on design research, among others by Aaron Marcus (USA).
Karen Schriver (USA), David Sless (Australia), Karel van der Waarde (Belgium), Robert Waller (UK), Patricia Wright (UK), and myself.

The need for design research

“If you are going to do something important today, you are going to do it with others” said Paddy Ashdown in a recent TED lecture. It is important for us to learn to work with others and not only for others, particularly when it comes to clients. If design research becomes a common interest for many people and not only for designers, then there are more chances that it will develop. Communication design, when supported by research, can lead to social innovation, so necessary in these times of social and economic change.

Research in design serves to create communications that respond to the possibilities and the needs of all segments of the population. Public information designed on the basis of research would avoid form-filling errors in hospitals, would facilitate reading instructions for medicines, would increase workers’ safety in industry, would render administrative work more efficient, and would allow common citizens to understand insurance policies, legal documents and contracts. Information, when it is tailored to the users’ needs, is ethical, it facilitates tasks, and reduces costs.

Access to information should be regarded as a civil right. To make this happen now, design research is not an option. It is a necessity.
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THE INTERACTIVE RESEARCH TABLE: COMPLEX MUSEAL ARCHIVES MADE ACCESSIBLE FOR A BROAD AUDIENCE

Severin Wucher (DE)

Doing research on visual objects and the question of how to present the results: That is what museums and archives do, and it is a complex process. Art historians and curators create links between objects, they find relations between those objects and other persons, institutions and places. The use of databases or spreadsheet applications has been making it way easier to organise and overlook extensive research projects, but the researchers are faced with the problem that databases tend to be quite uncomfortable to use or demand un-intuitive workflows. These constraints are the main reason why databases or spreadsheet applications mostly are seen like digital slip boxes, but not as powerful and intelligent tools in order to visualise and structurise data. Furthermore, this specific way of working with databases dramatically reduces the potential of raw data within the mediating process. Thus, insights are found beyond the powerful database context, as for example in illustrated texts in catalogues or in exhibitions. The Interactive Research Table methodologically and technologically unifies tools which are normally used in separated ways: tools to collect, capture, structurise, contextualise and present objects. Invented by Berlin-based design research institute Plural, the Research Table successfully helped strating a complex research project on the history of Graphic Design in Germany (1900-2010) at the Berlin University of the Arts (UdK). Whereas in conventional workflows those connections and resulting questions might stay uncovered, the concept of visual-based research can lead to new and surprising insights and can help to reveal questions much easier.
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Lucienne Roberts (UK)

I will be talking about the inception of the publishing and events enterprise GraphicDesign& and its relation to research and to my design practice.

Co-founded by Lucienne Roberts [founder of the London design studio Lucienne Roberts+] and Rebecca Wright [course director of BA Graphic Design and Graphic Design + Photography, Kingston University, UK] GraphicDesign& launched in April 2011.

While on a research trip for the book Design Diaries: Creative Process in Graphic Design [Laurence King, 2010], Rebecca and I took refuge from winter rain and chill in the café of the Stedelijk Museum CS. A breakfast coffee became wine and some hearty soup as we enthused about the projects included in our book: how they demonstrated what graphic design does best – connect with the rest of the world – and bemoaned that the essentially outward-looking nature of our practice is often not made explicit. Gradually an idea took shape. GraphicDesign&. The clue is in the name of course... GraphicDesign& publishes books and papers, hosts events and uses its online presence to explore the symbiotic nature of graphic design practice and celebrate how graphic design is always inextricably partnered with something else. In my conference presentation I will summarise the collaborative process behind our first outputs, which explore GraphicDesign& Knowledge, GraphicDesign& Social Science, GraphicDesign& Literature and GraphicDesign& Religion, and will outline the Bliss Bibliographic Classification system that determines our subject pairings. Each GraphicDesign& project connects graphic design to one of the myriad of subject areas it classifies.
From philosophers to chemists, anthropologists to economists, psychologists to theologians, every Graphic Design output is a partnership between graphic designers and experts in another field. Varying in tone, perspective and ambition each is a new piece of work, designed to appeal to the culturally curious and be educationally valuable in the broadest sense. The premise that underpins the Bliss system is particularly relevant to our objectives. Critical of the systems available to him, the American librarian Henry Bliss working in the 1930s and 1940s, developed an adaptable method that provides distinct rules but allows for a subject to be put in more than one place, a concept called ‘alternative location’. Bliss used every character available on his extensive and rather eccentric typewriter in developing his system. WFG is the code for Graphic Design. To demonstrate the ‘real world’ relevance of Graphic Design I will draw upon the experience of various Lucienne Roberts design projects, most particularly a live exhibition project entitled Brains: The Mind as Matter which opens at the Wellcome Collection galleries in March 2013. I will outline the research that we are undertaking to develop an appropriate design system to demonstrate how graphic design, in this case paired with medicine/biology/history/cultural studies [and more] is being best utilised.
Lucienne Roberts
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GRAPHIC DESIGN AND INTELLIGENT ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH

Tiina Kymäläinen (FI)
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Intelligent environment research implies to human-technology interaction (HTI) processes that are performed in ubiquitous environments (Weiser, 1991). One way to describe such research environment is the Internet of things or do-it-yourself environments that are currently very much in focus. Often intelligent environment research may concentrate, for example, to multi-device user interaction in smart environment context (see illustration1). Or the research may aim to design the graphical user interface (UI) for an application that is operated in a smart environment (see illustration4).

The described examples are more or less describing the technological aims of the research, but the processes are also highly concerned with people who are operating, interacting and living in those environments - people whom the environments are being created for (Cooper, 1999). These complex, interactive environments and systems are studied by user-centered approach (Norman, & Draper 1986). The aim of user research in this context may be e.g. to offer support for users in technology-augmented environments. One important part of the design processes of intelligent environments is, that the attempt is to create highly intuitive and natural environments by focusing the interest towards user experience (Hassenzahl, 2010). The technology may be used e.g. by natural body movements, gestures, speech recognition or/and attention fixations. The intelligent environment research is seen as opposite to the early
Illustrations of the means to operate intelligent environments by mobile terminal. *Point Me, Touch Me, Scan Me* – project (2004) studied physical browsing. Physical browsing is a mobile-device-based interaction method to be used in operating an intelligent environment. In the first illustration, the user scans the room and all the links are displayed in the GUI. In the second illustration user selects a link in a movie poster by pointing to it. The mobile terminal reads the tag and the web page of the movie is opened.

development of the desktop model (that operated with a mouse) by offering more intuitive affordances (Weiser, 1994). One might argue that the use of mouse can easily be learned even by a three-year-old. But the counterargument is, that the usage situation of the interaction is hardly natural.

Especially in the early phase of the research, user research often employs creative means (Laurel 2004, Buxton 2007). In this article the attempt is to explain what intelligent environments are, by presenting the intelligent environment research projects that have exploited those creative means and the intervention of a designer.

Intelligent environment research, which includes e.g. smart environments, -systems, -applications, -products, -experiences and -services, provides extremely challenging research subjects. The design process of e.g. the proof-of-concept or prototype often begin from a scratch; in some cases, there is no previously existing form of the overall concept, on which to base the design task at hand (Kymalainen, 2010). Designers, developers and researchers meet an unknown territory and they have to gather applicable information from various sources. Yet still the aim is to create something that adapts to users’ needs, something that is appealing, new, even surprising, but at the same time - embedded and unobstructive (Greenfield, 2006). Because of the complex nature of the field, research groups are usually formed of experts from various professions: graphic design, user-centric (UCD) -, interface- (UI) and concept design and expert knowledge in diverse technology fields.
Experimenting and piloting smart environments, particularly with visual means; visualisations, paper and animation prototypes, graphical UIs and graphic layout models, are significant part of smart environment research. They are often the only means to make the intelligent environments visible for the participants. That is a reason why graphic design has become an essential part of user-centered intelligent environment research. In order to communicate about the complex design contexts with users, graphic design and visualizations play vital role.

Designer’s insights to smart environment research
I began to study intelligent environments as a graphic designer. My very first project was Lumenia: Virtual Space – User Interfaces of the Future (1999–2001) (see illustration 3). Lumenia – project aimed at developing virtual space computer game with floor sensor controls. In other words, while playing, users were expected to use their body movements to control the game. The aim was to create an immersive, aesthetic, captivating and usable smart space game. Because of my expertise and background as an animator and graphic designer, the design interests were diverse. In the first phase, the task was to come up with the conceptual story; manuscripts of several haptic games and the visual storytelling of the final game. Development phase included visual appearances from early sketches to final 3D modelling and animation. At the end of the project, the designers’ role expanded to the field of user research and I concentrated on the visual feedback. Evaluations were carried out during several iterative phases.

3. Floor sensor game, Lumenia, was at first illustrated to make the technology visible for all the participants. The designer's task was to create several concepts that exploited the technology most adequately. One of the concepts was chosen to be developed further. The game design process resembled very much scriptwriting with a screenplay and illustrated storyboard. In the production phase, I designed and animated the 3D objects that were implanted to the game environment. The game was further developed according to user feedback, which was collected from several different user groups.
The research findings of Lumetila – project were exploited in the subsequent project, UbiRay (2003–2004) (see illustration 3). The aim of project was to design an interactive playground. UbiPlay playground was aimed for three generations: children, their parents and grandparents for multiple purposes: e.g., for playing, learning and exercising. The technological aim was to offer a platform for programmable interactive playground. The augmented playground consisted elements, which used sensor technology, video displays, and computer software. The designer's task included the concept development of seventeen games. They were first written as short scenarios (Carroll, 2003) and then presented as illustrations and animation prototypes. As user researcher, the aim was to evaluate the concepts. Evaluations were carried out by qualitative interviews with the targeted user groups.

These two projects, UbiRay and Lumetila were funded by TEKES (Finnish Strategic Centre for Science). There are different financing instruments for the intelligent environments projects, and funding
plays also important role in the design approach. Confidential assignments are research projects that are funded by a single financier/company. Often the design or research task is defined more precisely and the projects are shorter. Although for a designer/researcher it might be frustrating that the results of the research are classified for several years, the benefit of these short-span assignments are that the results are seen in production relatively soon. And usually the designer may learn lot of new valuable information when taking part to different kind of development processes. One of the assignment, that I have been involved as a graphic designer, included three months working period at Nokia premises, developing concepts, animated transitions and graphic design for UI of the mobile phone. Another case was the design and user research of a walking-style recognition demonstrator for Toyota (see illustration 4). Assignment for Toyota included graphic design of the user interface and user evaluations of a walking style recognition demonstrator.

4. User interface and user evaluations of a walking style recognition demonstrator for Toyota.

One confidential assignment that has publishable results was for the Library of Tampere University of applied sciences (see illustration 5). The aim was to outline future intelligent library that exploited ubiquitous computing. My designer/research scientist role was to develop concepts for the library – both for the physical environment and a new kind of learning environment. Assignment included user- and expert interviews and the final visualizations and concepts were based on the user evaluations. Visualizations were thereby used as early prototypes of the novel library.

Currently, for my part, the smart environment research is carried out in DIYSE: Do-it-Yourself Smart Experiences project. This long-term research project is funded by Eureka/ITEA2 programme. The project aims at enabling ordinary people to easily create, setup and control applications in their smart living environments, as well as in
5. UBI Lib project intended to find new technological means to create a library that would have multiple functions. It could, e.g., be a meeting place for students and offer remote seminar facilities. One of the technological features was to locate the information with mobile phones using RFID technology.

The public Internet-of-Things space. The graphic designer’s research scientist’s role is to create and evaluate use cases for an intelligent nursing home. Research includes also evaluations of ‘DINSE Music Tool’ for persons with intellectual learning disabilities, and evaluations of ‘Book of Memories’ application for senior citizens. One aim is to find new evaluation methods in order to co-create smart environments with users in the initial phase of the project. One such method has been to sketch the conceptual user interface together with users (Buxton, 2007) and evaluate paper prototypes (Snyder, 2003) of the user interface.
Conclusion
There is no question about the fact that well-designed user-centered intelligent environment research processes require multiple perspectives - an interdisciplinary approach - but there still seems to be opposing thought how that approach is actually carried out. I have taken part also to projects in which the designer’s role is seen as adding topping to a cream cake. These projects usually fail in having full benefit of the design expertise, and consequently, it has negative influence to the research processes.

There are more than one futures (Buxton, 2003) is the fact that is also recognized in smart environment research, and that is the reason why users’ opinions are so carefully studied. But in intelligent environment research simple usability heuristics (Nielsen & Molich, 1990) do not apply. That is because the technology might be too immature or the prototypes are too rough for the process to benefit from detailed user evaluations in most process cycles. Often the user studies of intelligent environments aim to have feedback from the acceptance value of the intelligent systems and gather information about the needs and wants of the people who will be using the systems (Kuniavsky, 2003). This information is qualitative, and thereby the results of the user studies have more than one interpretation.

There are many advantages in involving designer’s opinion and vision into user research processes. Firstly, during user evaluations, the designer may concentrate on particularly to the visual expertise - and discover observations and findings other researchers cannot see. Secondly, the designer receives immediate feedback from users, which is beneficial especially for agile development processes. Thirdly, the analyzing process, the interpretation of results, becomes more productive.

At best, graphic design could be seen as a bridge between user research and technological development, as the feedback from user studies are brought to the subsequent design process in a concrete manner – by having learned the information by the users themselves. The more the designer has been involved in researching, the better the users’ opinions are taken into account in the continuing design process. The evolution of ubiquitous computing is in progress and design expertise has proven its place in creating aesthetic, highly desirable and usable intelligent environments.
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DESIGN RESEARCH IS DESIGN PRACTICE: MAPPING DESIGN INTELLIGENCE

Jan Kubasiewicz (USA)

The title of this essay describes precisely its core concept: Design research is design practice, and vice versa. When designers design, they research. In other words, what designers do through various processes and activities is a method of inquiry and a way of knowing. As Bruce Archer describes in his 1995 article “The Nature of Research,” “Research is systematic enquiry whose goal is communicable knowledge.” Consequently, the core of design practice shares some of the goals of research. While exploring the topic, before anything else, I should clarify my viewpoints in order to keep the scope of the discussion within bounds and in focus.

When I use the term design, I mean design in the context of communication. My definition of communication design, however, is not restricted to the field known as graphic design. On the contrary, it encompasses the broader aspects of communication that occur across multiple disciplines. I refer here to various situations in which audiences interact with cultural artifacts, systems and environments that communicate something to the user. That communication happens by way of — but it is not limited to — products of graphic design, interfaces, industrial design objects and architectural locations. I will discuss communication as a frame of reference in more detail later on.

My viewpoints on all aspects of design discussed in this essay — from design praxis to design intelligence — are significantly influenced by my experience as a design educator representing

Research is systematic inquiry, the goal of which is knowledge.

L. Bruce Archer, 1981

the specific teaching philosophy of a unique graduate program in communication design — the Dynamic Media Institute at Massachusetts College of Art and Design in Boston. There are many distinctive aspects of the DMI curriculum that are relevant to the topic of this essay and I will discuss some of them here.

The understanding of what research is in the context of communication design requires a brief overview of terms. In “The Nature of Research,” Archer brilliantly explains the conditions of his general definition of research, which he says must be “…systematic because it is pursued according to some plan.” Indeed, the word “plan” usually appears in the first line of a dictionary definition of “design.” Research, Archer says, must be considered a “…goal-directed …enquiry because it seeks to find answers to questions.” This description perfectly aligns with design defined as a “problem-solving” activity. However, the most essential element in Archer’s definition of research — and in my opinion, the sine qua non condition of design practice as well — is the term “communicable knowledge.” He describes communicable as “…the findings [that]
must be intelligible ... and understandable for an appropriate audience — beyond providing mere information — of facts, skills and experiences. The knowledge and understanding gained by an individual as a result of communicable research is likewise the goal of communication design.

So far, the terminology and goals of research and design seem aligned. However we must be aware of a history of varying research environments as well as multiple classification systems based upon the intention of the research. The Science tradition in research has focused on the physical world, while the Humanities tradition has focused on humankind. Further potential for confusion exists in international design discussions since the Humanities and the Arts, regarded as distinct areas in most of the world, are almost synonymous in English speaking countries.

Certainly, there is a difference between creativity in the Sciences and the Arts in terms of the social structure of the fields. An experiment in science must be reproducible, the goal being an agreed upon "truth." In art, a more subjective value resides in the recognition of underlying personal uniqueness. An idea, artifact or experience may be regarded as having value because it involves a unique way of seeing the world. These two research traditions belong to a longer list of polarities: Science/Art, Art/Design, Theory/Practice, Practice/Research, Research/Scholarship. The relationship between research and practice is the issue at the core of this essay.

Research conducted by practitioners is known as "action research." It is a reflective process of problem solving that exists in design but also in medicine, business, teaching and other disciplines. Archer defines action research as "... systematic enquiry conducted through the medium of practical action, calculated to devise, or test new, or newly imported information, ideas, forms or procedures ..." The practitioner, is deliberately "... taking action in and on the real world in order to devise or test or shed light upon something." This is what distinguishes action research from other categories — it is a kind of intervention to collect observations, eventually leading to conclusions. Because action research is performed in the real world, the findings — in comparison to laboratory results — may be contaminated. Yet, acting in the real world offers the advantage of gaining knowledge that otherwise would not be accessible. Research performed through action may have multiple goals, too. In the case of design practice, it could be "for" the purpose of specific project, or it could be "about"

---

5 Ibid, 6.
6 Ibid, 11.
design — about its methods, its history, or its relation to people and society in the broader context to the Humanities and Social Sciences.

Is all practice the same as research activity? Certainly not. Practice may only be considered research, if it fulfills the goals of research as defined previously. Was it systematic? Was knowledge its goal? Was it rigorous? If the answers are affirmative, we may describe it as the practice of research.

The relationship of research and scholarships seems very relevant to the discussion of design research as design practice. Ernest Boyer, an educator, proposed a new classification of four types of scholarship, which describe the various types of research in a unique and creative way: "...the scholarship of discovery; the scholarship of integration; the scholarship of application; and the scholarship of teaching." 7

"The scholarship of discovery" refers to the traditional notion of research, the goal of which is the formation of "new knowledge." Indeed, design demands both "discovery" and "invention" of knowledge that does not yet exist.

"The scholarship of integration" refers to bringing in existing knowledge from certain areas into others. Design is a system that interfaces with other systems, and therefore is cross-disciplinary by its very nature. It requires information from many disciplines that must be reconciled with design practice.

"The scholarship of application" refers to applied research, the goal of which is to extend knowledge for use in specific applications. It describes the core of design practice, which is applying existing knowledge in an innovative way.

"The scholarship of teaching" refers to research associated with developing new pedagogies and evaluating educational outcomes. In response to the shifting paradigms of design-based professions, current design education has shown promising energy in developing innovative, research-driven curricula on all academic levels.

Since its inception in 2000, the unique curriculum of the Dynamic Media Institute has been organically evolving in response to the shifts in information technology and design practices. Focused on the future of dynamic media in communication design, the DMI program accepts professionals from different backgrounds — graphic designers and new media artists, engineers and computer scientists, architects and filmmakers, journalists and musicians. They all bring

---

diverse viewpoints, different expertise, and a willingness to conduct a difficult dialog along the borderlines of multiple disciplines.

The students at DMI must also accept the concept of intentional communication as the modus operandi of their research, as well as the litmus test verifying their work. Representing the reflective approach toward the study and practice of dynamic media, student work is focused — as it is in the Humanities — on intellectual rigor in discovery and exploration of cultural artifacts. Those artifacts are human experiences mediated — or perhaps the better term would be “curated” — within the computational complexity of social communication. Students create and prototype an experience and observe their audience’s interaction with the work and with each other. Through the methods of ethnographic research, they discover what their work is about — as well as what they are about — and consequently they build up meaning and confidence. “Through a rigorous practice of research, prototyping, and writing, the students pursue their unique thesis vision that culminates in a rich body of original work and a comprehensive written thesis dissertations.”

“Thesis topics, as varied as our students, range from interface design, interactive environments, learning applications, and data visualization to participatory narrative, sound and video installation,

---

smart objects and robotics. In fact, the DMI curriculum philosophy can be best described as being a “listening post.” The participants bring their own researchable questions to the program and as a result the focus of DMI work has expanded over time to correspond with the evolving current trends and best professional practices.

The territory of dynamic media design — and therefore the areas of research and practice at the DMI program — can be discussed within the following groups of concepts:

— Design for Information
  — communication
  — representation of information (modality)
  — mapping
— Design for Motion and Time
  — sequentiality
  — narrative
— Design for Interaction
  — interface
  — participation

Design for Information
The beginning of the Information Age was marked by the new understanding of “information” as defined by mathematicians solving problems of sending and receiving messages. Information was separated from the medium and eventually became a string of binary digits. Cybernetics — an interdisciplinary approach to the study of systems and structures of information born in mid-20th century — has forever changed the way we live and communicate. Today, dynamic media designers must see the world as an information structure that communicates continuously. Information embodies the essential notions of design practice and research as they relate closely to communication, knowledge, language, etc.

Communication is about understanding, and therefore learning. Learning, and subsequently knowledge, is a result of a communication process that can only be completed within an individual’s mind. The designer can help but cannot complete this process for the learner.

Images are one means of representing information. Yet logic, no imagery, communicates the true intention. Visualization of information supports our intuition toward understanding by combining the rational and the emotional — the knowledge frozen in words and numbers, and the knowledge vested in sensory experiences. Visualization extends to discovery.

9 Ibid.
Multi-sensory experience as a model for dynamic media communication makes a clear argument for multiple modalities of information. Multiple modalities correspond to Howard Gardner's concept of Multiple Intelligences—a disposition toward certain types of learning "that originates in human biology and human psychology." In his book, Gardner identifies seven learning styles—linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial (including visual thinking), musical, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal.

Can mapping be considered another form of intelligence? Mapping seems to be a dynamic media designer's natural way of thinking. It is a unique cognitive skill of finding connections among things, and making them visible to others who cannot see on their own. It requires the intellectual skill to research and theorize, and the manual dexterity to translate concepts into visualizations. Mapping is a process whereby knowledge may be created rather than revealed. It is a tool of the thought process.

Researchers in all disciplines apply dynamic mapping and simulation tools to observe and analyze the data in search of patterns and connections, often prior to defining a scientific hypothesis. This is what James Nicholas Grey termed "the fourth paradigm of science." In processing and analyzing unprecedented amounts of data collected via sophisticated tools of observation, researchers are helped by designers—contemporary cartographers. Designers create systems of mapping and dynamic visualizations, which allow researchers to navigate large scale structures in search of patterns of information. This is potentially the most practical solution for managing complexity.

Design for Time and Motion
Motion is integral to design. The notion of time, intertwined with motion, is considered the organizing principle around which all other design elements must relate. It is about the process of forming rather than static form alone. The meaning of motion and concepts of sequentiality already explored within multiple disciplines of art and science have become part of the vocabulary of communication design. Since Charles and Ray Eames' "Powers of Ten" the integration of motion and sequencing with information design has

---

11 Ibid., 6.
12 Hey, Tony; Tansley, Stewart; Tolle, Kostya, ed. The Fourth Paradigm: Data-Intensive Scientific Discovery, (Redmond, WA: Microsoft Research, 2009).
design for interaction

— interaction > participation
— participatory narrative
— participatory visualization

Alison Kotin Whisker Organ MFA 2011
dynamic media

— information
  communication
  representation

— time + motion
  sequentiality
  narrative

— interaction
  interface
  participation
demonstrated a tremendous potential for contributing, through sequential visualizations, to various disciplines of science, economy, and education.

Humankind's ability to create narratives has always been a powerful communication model. As the mind perceives visual, sonic, and kinetic information over a period of time, it continuously organizes discrete units or messages into a story, however abstract that story might be. A narrative, as defined by Aristotle, must have a beginning, middle, and end. Though, as Godard demonstrated, they need not necessarily be told in that order. In its hundred-year history, the language of cinema has evolved into a complex, universally understood system of communication, capable of translating a multi-sensory human experience into a kinetic sequence of audio-visual events, where motion serves to integrate all other channels of communication. Today, the cinematic vocabulary inspires metaphors of user interface as well. Indeed, interface can be considered a tool for narrative. Or, to paraphrase Marshall McLuhan, "the interface is the message."  

Design for Interaction

Bill Verplank, one of the pioneers of dynamic media, asks three fundamental questions of interface design while drawing his brilliant diagram in "Designing Interactions." The first is: "How Do You Do?" a question that relates to the possibility of an action the interface affords the user — "...you can grab a handle ... or push the button." The second is: "How Do You Feel?" a question that relates to feedback the interface gives to the user — "...feelings come from ... the sensory qualities of media." And the third is: "How Do You Know?" a question that relates to learning and understanding the interface — "...[the] map shows the user an overview ... the path shows them what to do." Verplank's questions focus on three fundamental areas of concern to dynamic media designers creating user experiences — regardless of the environment in which the interaction occurs. "Doing" means acting. "Feeling" means reacting to feedback. "Knowing" means learning and understanding the system.

The user interface is the front end of an interaction. The back-end of any dynamic system of information — invisible to the user — is a database. Information architecture addresses the issues of structure.

16. Ibid., 127.
and the organization of information from the user’s point of view. By running hypothetical user scenarios, the goal of the information architect is to design appropriate information flows within systems that are often very complex, with multiple “touchpoints” and modes of interaction and participation.

Information architecture is part of the practice of research in almost all work developed at DMI. However, it should not be considered a separate discipline. Information architecture represents an approach to design practice and research that allows the designers to see the information flow in any design product. It can be applied to traditional communication design as well as to other design disciplines, since information flow defines not only digital interfaces, but also analog interfaces of objects, as well as services and environments.

At the Dynamic Media Institute, we see the world as an information structure that communicates continuously and persistently. Any human experience involves dynamic information flow, and therefore a communication process, and learning. Indeed, communication and learning, which are as inseparable from human experience as from time and motion, are considered the central focus of our curriculum.

Through the reflective practice of design — which includes components of research, prototyping and writing — the work becomes systematic, intellectually rigorous, and produces communicable knowledge. Design practice becomes design research. And that is worth doing — the ultimate goal of any researchable question.
Jan Kubasiewicz

Jan Kubasiewicz is Professor of Massachussetts College of Art and Design in Boston and Head of Dynamic Media Institute—the graduate program in communication design where students from diverse backgrounds pursue unique thesis, through a rigorous practice of research, prototyping, and writing (dynamicmediainstitute.org). He has served as visiting lecturer and critic at numerous universities in the USA, Australia, China, Japan, Korea, Italy and Poland. He has organized exhibitions, workshops, seminars and conferences on the topic of communication, design and media.
BEYOND THE LOGO: THE YIELD OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN IN TRANS-DISCIPLINARY DESIGN RESEARCH

Jennifer Williams (AU) and Ian Gwilt (UK)

ABSTRACT

“Designers deal with possible worlds and with opinions about what the parts and the whole of the human environment should be.”

Contemporary design's value no longer lies solely in the manufacture of want, but in an allegiance to a broader society. These shifting dimensions lead us to imagine design's value afresh, asking how its role in negotiating an increasingly complex and multi-dimensional society can be underpinned and sharpened through research to both anticipate and plan change.

This lecture explores the potential roles for visual communication design in trans-disciplinary research teams. While acknowledging the tangible manifestations emanating from visual communication in research – such as information design and the design of documentary materials – we posit that it can also play a fundamental role in both the framing of research enquiry as well as the forming of research agendas. These design methodologies initially employed to discover sites of enquiry can be deepened through critical and ethical dimensions that are emerging as core capacities of design education and research. This approach to the use of visual communication in trans-disciplinary research teams also flags

facilitation as a legitimate design activity rather than being a mere preamble to operational tasks.

We will outline several emerging (macro level) constituent parts as a way of thinking about visual communication design in research and also discuss the benefits to inclusion of visual communication design yields to trans-disciplinary work exemplified through a 2-year trans-disciplinary action research project led by the Institute for Sustainable Futures (ISF) at the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) over 2010-2011. In terms of a holistic research agenda the trial also teases out a fledgling model for visual communication design as both a critical and social discipline. Its placement at the ‘fuzzy frontend’ (FFE) of the project promises to disclose fuller disciplinary capacities, demanding an exploratory, speculative, and provocative stance.

In this case study, bringing practice-based research design to the project contributed to facilitating the socio-cultural process of transitioning to unfamiliar systems of sanitisation as well as yielding glimpses of future research scenarios to be tested further.

LECTURE

Introduction
Thank you for organizing and inviting us to this exciting and timely conference. We are honored to be here in Katowice.

"Beyond the Logo" was our first idea for the title of this talk and on reflection is probably still the most appropriate as it signals a discovery mindset in expanding visual communication design research and practice that potentially nourishes and strengthens the discipline.

Today we are going to be talking about research not for design but research through or by design, a condition coined by Christopher Frayling in respect to fine art research inquiry. We should also mention here that we use both ‘visual communication design’ and ‘graphic design’ as interchangeable terms, not the separate disciplines that they are recognised as here in the school.

Historically, design's role has been to respond to pre-defined problems or briefs, in short, a service model, one whose remit is predominantly determined for and by private industry. What we are advocating is a situation where visual communication design might be considered in terms of a more holistic and located set of practices, and on a larger plane.

Importantly, this integrated approach moves us from thinking about visual communication as a problem solving activity to a questioning activity, providing insights and different perspectives to a field of enquiry, particularly in larger scale, 'wicked' problems. With reference to this latter field it is important to reflect that while today's complex social issues cannot be solved by any one discipline alone, design – at its highest pitch, an activity that negotiates the complex and is intellectually limber enough to engage with multiple strands of enquiry and resolution – is well placed to partner such initiatives. This talk, therefore, also explores the potential roles for visual communication design in a trans-disciplinary team where issues of both breadth and depth are located.

The trans-disciplinary space
Due to the nature of the trans-disciplinary – fluid, complex investigations – and design's nascent role in such work, opportunities are emerging to re-position research and practice in this space. Key to this concept is locating visual communication design at the 'fuzzy front end' (FFE) where it can begin to play a fundamental role in not only the framing of research enquiry but also the forming of research agendas. It privileges open-ended exploration, suspending 'finding solutions' in favour of identifying and framing project propositions as well as excavating potential interconnections between project stakeholders. Hence, embedding visual communication at the formative stage of a research project opens the possibility for design strategies to be used in discerning and defining issues of concern and navigating any number of them through the arc of a project.

Conversely, delivering only the end product – the summative – often means missing the important conversations that lead to questions and their context. We contend that it is at the formative where design can deliver much greater value, that to do otherwise is to leave its potential dormant.

This 'front end' position moves us away from the traditional practice of design as merely a service delivering finite solutions to one where it can be embedded as an equal partner in a research team.

3 'Problem finding' (though currently a popular term) is limiting; not every issue can be so narrowly defined. 'Questioning activity' gives greater flexibility and opportunities to discover sites of enquiry from multiple perspectives and to determine what kind of design investigations are required.

(Figure 1). These design-led research strategies are intended to be open-ended and continuous by nature, privileging the speculative (or prototype) as a valuable position in its own right, yielding knowledge in the form of visible, tangible feedback loops – mirroring current thinking and also potential future directions at key points in a project – to project partners. This heralds the need for a significant shift in thinking by designers who have been taught to privilege only the finished artefact as the ‘outcome’.

Broadly speaking, we see research through visual communication design operating principally through the lenses of:

- Critical practice to examine and shape agendas, to signal changing values and opportunities throughout the arc of a project, and potentially beyond it;
- Reflexive enquiry asking designers to understand the implications of their actions within the larger discipline itself – questioning and articulating their strategies, materials, processes, responsibilities and agency;

1. Attributes of traditional practice (design placed at back end) contrasted with a more contemporary strategic approach (design placed at the fuzzy front end)
• Framing and re-framing questions and actions as a catalyst to accepted norms;
• Clarifying complexity and defusing any uncertainty of intent in order for informed discussion to ensue;
• Speculative prototyping of ideas using visual communication typologies to seed conversations as well as provide opportunities to provide on-going feedback loops about further directions;
• Provoking debate and conversations of alternative points of view;
• Connecting as the role of advocate to a broader society by determining parameters and boundaries of an issue rather than serving a single ‘client’;
• Partnering initiatives and understanding that there are many clients in this space – of which design is also one – that vary in number and intensity across the arc of a trans-disciplinary project.

We might pause here to consider that this integrated design approach does not begin or end with the ‘post it’ note, flip chart or brainstorming session, where the ubiquitous term, ‘design thinking’, has become almost synonymous with the profession of design. Instead, we argue that the deep knowledge of visual communication design needs to be recognized as having something of value to contribute to research agendas; that these contributions can – and must – be articulated far beyond ‘post it’ notes and through the cogent use of visual communication design typologies such as: animation; information design; typographic interventions, environmental graphics and so on. We posit the need to explore and validate the use of moving beyond the conventional ‘design thinking’ process to one of ‘thinking through designing’, locating it in what we call the ‘formalised speculative’. And it is these practice-based activities that need to be analysed in terms of their contribution as research to a project’s research quantum.

As larger societal issues/problems are tackled in trans-disciplinary projects, this space also demands much more of the visual communication designer. From within the discipline itself, we believe the designer should be:
• Shifting from problem solving to excavating questions for propositional scenarios;
• Defining issues and visually contextualising these to pre-figure change;
• Bringing a robust and deep understanding of design as a discipline as well as an engaged, though broad, understanding of other disciplines;
• Offering a more holistic perspective to a team, as well as seeing potential in the ‘collision of the unfamiliar’ where boundaries intersect;
- Prepared to question one's own disciplinary perspectives and boundaries in order to develop new insights within the trans-disciplinary space;
- Prepared to engage materiality differently in the formative space (via the speculative or prototype) where 'yields' are considered as knowledge informing future directions, rather than reaching only for finite solutions;
- Understanding that the speculative in the FFE space and subsequent prototyping tease out further questions to explore and potentially upscale;
- Embracing new forms of activity – such as 'facilitation' and 'knowledge exchange' – as genuine design outcomes, though not necessarily, or always, tangible.

Transitioning to Sustainable Sanitation: a case study
The case study we wish to discuss endeavours to show some of the above principles moving into action. Transitioning to Sustainable Sanitation is a 2-year trans-disciplinary action research project led by the Institute for Sustainable Futures (ISF) at the University of Technology Sydney (UTS), running from 2010–2011. The project investigated how human urine might be used as a potential substitute for phosphate rock, a rapidly depleting non-renewable mineral resource integral to chemical fertilizer production. It involved the installation of urine diversion (UD) toilets in a public university environment where urine was collected to be later treated and reused in agricultural food production. The agenda was ambitiously configured: as well as the above, it aimed to discover factors determining the successful uptake of UD toilets as a socio-technical innovation in wastewater management; and importantly, to introduce a 'greenfield' issue to the general public – the depletion of phosphorus (P) reserves worldwide, predicted to reach peak levels by the end of the century. While the flush toilet has transformed health outcomes, its resource-intensive qualities are viewed in contemporary society as unsustainable, resulting in the need for
alternate sustainable models. Of note here, too, is that many such trials are driven from technical-only perspectives; however, in this pilot, examining the yield from multiple learning environments was also high priority, for example, chief investigators mentoring doctoral and early career researchers who in turn mentored under-graduate students, stakeholders and the university at large, all of whom contributed to the research quantum.

Visual communication design was one of five integrated and equal research strands comprising the project team. It was tasked with creating highly visible and accessible tools that would help to configure and pre-figure what change would look like for the everyday user of UD toilets. ISF had hypothesized that visual communication had a critical role in introducing such a “greenfield” issue into the public imagination; its remit was not to respond to pre-existing agendas as in a conventional client-provider relationship, but instead charged to find interventions through collaborative discussion with other stakeholders. Questions quickly arose, categorised thus:

And for further information on phosphorus futures, please visit the Global Phosphorus Network: http://globalnetwork.net

6 The other research strands and mandates are: TECHNOLOGY (investigating all aspects of hardware, installation and operation of agricultural trials); STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT (monitoring knowledge and attitudes–staff, students, visitors, maintenance staff – and where interventions might be appropriate to shift understanding); REGULATORY/INSTITUTIONS (understanding barriers and opportunities in the current regulatory environment, identifying legislation needed for urine diversion and storage); INTEGRATION (overview role to ensure 'whole-of-systems' approach).
'Front-of-house' questions (the public face of the project):
- How do we shift perceptions of urine from waste to a resource?
- How do we engage the university community and the broader public in a conversation about the story of (P)hosphorus?
- How do we encourage the community to participate in trialling these toilets?
- How do we inform users of the new practices the UD toilets require?
- How do we encourage careful use and discourage vandalism?  

'Back-of-house' questions:
- How do we engage with cleaners/maintenance staff to support changed practices, as well as be mindful that these changes impact on budgets and labour? Additionally, how do we communicate with cleaning staff whose first language is not English?
- How do we bring clarity to unfamiliar technical problem situations for technical staff?
- How can we document patterns and preferences in toilet use?
- How do we gather feedback and involve users in further developments?

Larger philosophically ethical concerns (beyond the ambit of this particular trial):
- How might people respond as citizens rather than consumers regarding the re-use of their waste?
- What kind of public conversations could/should ensue where citizens could discuss whether private or public interests take precedence in ownership of the resource?
- What legal infrastructures are in place to answer the above? What needs to be written? What level of material needs to be designed in order for this to be debated by citizens and leaders?

Speculative design work: creating visual languages to create narratives
We’d now like to show you a selection of work created by 3rd year Information Design students from the Visual Communication Design course at UTS. The visual prototypes that follow are informed by deep engagement with social data and independent design research.

Footnote:
7 'Vandalism' means something quite different in this context: UTS has a high proportion of international students (33,000 of 44,000 in 2011), many of whom have radically different toiletting customs, such as using squat toilets. Over 200 toilet seats per week need to be replaced due to squatting on and breaking conventional toilets. Any education initiatives about UD toilets need to accommodate educating safe usage.
Initially supported with detailed briefings and ongoing input from key investigators, students were operating within an unfamiliar framework of more open-ended, exploratory spaces through which to engage with contemporary issues.

Students were challenged to design their own working briefs, identifying key issues to ‘give voice’ to the project – as mentioned in the previous section – prior to posing a visual argument. The work here falls into two major categories: designing understanding and designing systems.

The re-framing of sensitive issues such as taboo aspects of toileting resulted in materials that shifted thinking towards the collective and away from the private good, to a more inclusive approach in addressing public health issues. The development of sophisticated, contemporary visual languages across the range of work reduced any potential embarrassment by focussing on the public good, and with a sense of dignity.

‘Taking the Peel’ (Figure 2), an animation, is not an artefact in the conventional sense, that is, the dressing up of findings. Here,
3: Thank you for your pee phosphorus

4: Phosphorus rock

5: Guide to using urine diversion toilets

1: Shut the door
2: Do your thing
3: Put the paper in the back
4: Flush like a regular toilet

6: Crops

The growth of crops requires the addition of phosphorus.

7: Fertiliser

Phosphorus is a key ingredient in fertiliser.

8: Food

The food we eat contains phosphorus, which we get through the food we eat.

9: Your P(pee)

We recapture phosphorus from urine and reintroduce it into the food system.

10: Waste

Regular toilet waste contains phosphorus and we can recapture it to feed the soil.
3. Thank you for your pee! Heat sensitive sticker.
   Designer: Jahro Lawrence

4. Motion sensor lightboxes in front of urinals.
   Designer: Jahro Lawrence

5. Still of Closing the Loop cycle graphic.
   Designer: Jahro Lawrence

6. ‘Joining the Loop’: an animation that is played as a result of motion sensors in place in front of urinals. Its length coincides with the average length of a young man’s urination.
   Designer: Jahro Lawrence
the visual signals alert us to tone; it becomes a reflection, the form expanding and enriching the conversation, showing what design can mean when applied to research questions.

Another example, where ‘Thank you for your pee’ (Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6), a simple phrase replaced more elaborate concepts to tangibly ‘reward’ participants for donating their urine, noticeably shifting the act from a transaction to one of serving a larger purpose. It was coined from a collective and unstructured class discussion, a phrase neither ingratiating nor limp, taking visual form in diverse applications such as sheets of toilet paper and heat sensitive stickers adhered to urinals. It resonated because of its simplicity and honesty; users could engage with the issue unflagged by a transactional mentality. Originally, elaborate concepts to tangibly ‘remunerate’ participants for donating urine were devised; no other construct could be imagined by the student designers other than that of reward. As deeper research was undertaken, including informal talks with other investigators, a noticeable shift in thinking occurred: reward was deemed not only unnecessary but also undesirable and selfish. Why couldn’t and why wouldn’t people ‘donate’ their urine in both service and support for a larger, altruistic purpose? ‘Fun theory’ was used as a springboard to unpack complex information.

7. Graphics for toilet paper showing why mining of phosphorus needs to be rethought. Based on "18 reasons why we need to re-think the management of phosphorus in the global food system" by Dr Diana Cordell.
Designer: Rebecca Lam
8. ‘Harvest’ clock schema and in situ; the university community could see on a minute-by-minute basis how much urine was being collected and what equivalent crops could be harvested. Designers: Finefold

about phosphorus, situating the user in the cycle of ‘closing the loop’ by inviting them to ‘join the loop’. Similarly, Figure 7 shows a provocation to unpack the complex in a disarming way, using toilet paper to disseminate key facts about phosphorus.

Curiosity as to what actually could be grown with human urine as fertilizer was met visually by a simple mechanism. The ‘counter clock’ installation (Figure 8) displays quantitative feedback gathered from participants in the trial. It is designed to show the value of each contribution by calculating the number of trial participants against the statistical equivalent in crops and plant yield.

**Asking the right questions**

At the beginning of this talk we commented on its title – ‘beyond the logo’. As we hope to have demonstrated, design interventions
have encompassed a range of speculative work that has dovetailed with the project's objectives. However, some work was curiously inappropriate, and here we'd like to turn to an identity suite called 'Harvest' designed by a student group. It disappoints for a particular reason: consumed by traditional typologies, it fell victim to the notion that everything had to be branded, regardless of need. It used form to make insights; however, the formal conventions of branding took over. There was an unquestioned assumption that 'branding' products to consumers, an activity normally in the pursuit of profit by the private sector, was an interchangeable mechanism for engaging citizens in debate. Hence, there is a resulting tension between pleasing artefacts that are overly aestheticized. The logo (Figure 9) shows the positioning of a drop of urine as a jewel, playing to the notion that 'pee' (urine) is a precious resource, not waste. While there is no argument as to its quality – this concept is bridged intelligently and
very capably – the subsequent rollout of 'promotional materials' – such as paper craft fruits and vegetables, 3-d paper versions of the logo, and an electronic feedback mechanism that demonstrably limits accessing deep feedback – is blind to more pressing needs (Figures 9, 10 and 11). Handsome and professionally articulated, to be sure, its inappropriateness underlines a fundamental tenet of working at a more strategic level, and that is, asking the right questions. The right questions, we'd contend, need a forensic approach, teasing understanding into being as the principal goal at the expense of the aesthetically driven 'finished' artefact. The application and dedication of the students is not in question here; like all designers, they at some point in their careers have been seduced by the sheer pleasure of creating a beautifully resolved piece of design. Indeed this activity is conventionally perceived as the core activity of the designer, and the work here is unquestionably visually articulated to a high standard, but conceptually less resolved.

**Future Implications**

The yield here has ramifications beyond this immediate project, and the challenge now is to model it from the legacy of what has been gleaned here in further trans-disciplinary scenarios. Of especial import is embedding design at the ‘fuzzy front end’ of system change where boundaries are set and decisions made, enabling designers to frame interventions from a proactive stance rather than from an historically reactive position. It also highlights the relevance of finding leverage points for appropriate intervention in existing systems as well as using design’s capacity to anticipate future drivers. Of vital importance is the necessity to visualise – speculatively – what system change might be, thereby intentionally forecasting cultural change. In doing so, the ‘formalised speculative’ becomes a mirror, a ‘feedback loop’ of macro or micro proportions to be used at any stage of a project. It also can be seen here as operating as a media bridge, and as a ‘meta’ activity. Additionally, the yield stresses the importance of collaboration over individual action; there is no place here for the cult of the ‘star’ designer; rather it privileges the issue(s) at hand for the benefit of the common good, surely a sign of maturity for design as a discipline.

Thank you.

9. ‘Harvest’ logo for the project. Designers: Fivefold
11. Feedback mechanism. Designers: Fivefold
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MOVING TYPES – LETTERS IN MOTION.
A RETROSPECTIVE OF TYPOGRAPHY IN FILM FROM THE EARLY DAYS OF THE CINEMA TO THE PRESENT

Anja Stöffler, Kristofer Oedekoven (DE)

Media Exhibition
Gutenberg-Museum, Mainz, Germany
Anja Stöffler, Ralf Dringenberg

The exhibition is taking place against an exciting historical backdrop. The capability to reproduce written texts, which had previously been the province of scribes and copyists, was accelerated through Johannes Gutenberg's invention of book printing, among other factors. Accompanying developments included the humanization of knowledge with the beginnings of an educational system, and followed the publication of pamphlets and newspapers and debates about values in society (to name but a few aspects) and so on.

In 1893, with the invention of motion pictures – about 450 years after Johannes Gutenberg – animated letters exploited the technical possibilities to conquer the script environment. Letters became three-dimensional and dynamic. Letters could act, and transcended the static medium. They were capable of demonstrating physical processes, of evaporating, dissolving to liquid or chronologically illustrating “human traits.” Among other examples, semantic aspects are found in the entertaining children's film “The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh,” the Disney classic produced in 1977.
and the trees are thrashing thrustily and the leaves are rustling gustily

rather safe to say that it seems that it may turn out to be . . .. feels that it will undoubtedly . . .. looks like a rather blustery day today. it seems that

about, because whichever direction they started in, they always ended up at it, and each time, as it came through the mist at them, Rabbit said triumphantly, “Now I know where we are!” and Pooh said sadly,
Here the typeface is animated in a rather conventional manner. The little bear jumps from side to side, leapfrogs with the typography; letters waft away like dry leaves or fall like raindrops and interact with Winnie.

The “Moving Types” exhibit is a retrospective of moving typography and reflects aesthetic, media-cultural and media-technical developments. What began as static representations of information on the title and dialog slides of the silent picture era has veritably developed into “living typography.” The integration of the dimension of time makes it possible to steer the viewer’s attention by controlling the flow of reading, thereby facilitating the communication of additional information or the addition of an interactive aspect, as well as referring to specific meta-levels or connotations in combination with sound.

Our goal is to demonstrate this evolutionary process, present the current state of affairs and illuminate potential future applications of animated typography. The center of our attention is the manipulation of the temporal dimension of typography, according to the following aspects:

1. Technological innovation
2. Formal-aesthetic, methodic dimension
3. Concepts regarding content

Technological innovation

Technical inventions and their consequences for design e.g. the procedure used to reproduce films in the early 20th century (e.g. Pfarrers Tochterlein, 1912), developments in the area of computer technology e.g. 3D (opening titles from Superman from 1977) or motion tracking (opening titles “Stranger than Fiction” from 2006), current stereoscopic developments (as in the closing titles of the movie “The Green Hornet” from 2011) and installations conceived for specific spaces – to name just a few aspects.
"Das Pfarrer Töchterlein", Director: Adolf Cárimer, Germany, 1913

"Superman", Director: Richard Donner, USA, 1978

"Stranger than Fiction", Director: Marc Foster, USA, 2005
"The Green Hornet", Director: Michel Gondry, USA, 2011

"Projections", Artist: Jenny Holzer, USA, 1999 ongoing.

"Air", Artist: Ewa Satalecka, Poland, 2011
Formal aesthetic, methodic dimension

This refers to the overall use of syntactical design parameters, e.g., typography superimposed on an image or integrated into an image, e.g., using masking technology, or typography that itself is transformed into an image. Successful design makes itself obvious by means of distinctive application of design parameters such as form (shape), color, movement etc. — in other words, a visually consistent method that avoids arbitrariness. A fine example is "Arie Info". The typeface and size demonstrate consistency, the movement is oriented on the geometry and perspective of the images, the dramaturgical principle pursues the "Ranui Rei" — "never stand still" as an inevitable continuum. No interleaving, but a continual flow of occurrences in real time.

"Delicoscean" (camera always moves out of the field of vision). Director: MarcCano, Jean-Ranni Jaunet, France, 1991

Concepts regarding content:
This refers to contextual conception aspects such as Kyle Cooper’s title sequence for the film “Seven” from the year 1995. The visual and typographical aesthetic is characterized by sporadically overlapping and sometimes hard-to-decipher letters and words. Fast cuts and subtle macro shots suggest the theme of the detective story, or the typography in the silent film “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari” from 1920. The typography underscores the muddled character of the Doctor in the spatial dimension. The “artists against piracy” commercials are another fine example. The type dances to the music and at the same time elucidates the creative process used by artists – namely composers. Semantic aspects are also seen in Winnie the Pooh and in the educational movie “Lisa’s World.” A child explains complex political contexts using “very simplified” terms in the style of children’s stories.
"Dr. Caligari", Director: Robert Wiene, Germany, 1920

"Artists against piracy!", Agency: Digital Kitchen, USA, 2001

We selected 230 of the more than 500 works in our database and allocated them to six clusters or thematic areas. The works are chronologically arranged in the main exhibition space. Our vision was to sort the works into thematic “data clouds” within the space. Works for children can be found on a level of their own in each of the clusters.

Thematic areas
Film titles and typography in film
The “staging” of typography in film, e.g. to further the plot or as a “film before the film” (Saul Bass) that sets the emotional mood and introduces the main characters. Examples range from the early days of silent films to the current 21st century, from static title cards to computer-animated sequences.

Art and Experimental
Art and Experimental presents independent, artistically outstanding, experimental and pioneering works in the context of moving type. E.g. spatial aspects such as iPad Light painting and the Oscar-winning short film “Logorama”. They include the works of artists like Marcel Duchamp, Len Lye, Jenny Holzer and Paul Sharits (to name but a few).

Commercials
In the area of Commercials everything revolves around using typography to present products and brands. Often influenced by the prevailing artistic mood and the technological possibilities of their time, these examples show the impressive evolutionary process that led from banners that were set in motion manually to fully digitized advertising spots. In 1897 Thomas A. Edison animated typography by unrolling a ribbon with letters on it. Today, typography actively tells stories, as in the two commercials ASICS and WaterLess from Levi’s – both produced in 2011. Different portrayals: Typography coupled with people running (technique: motion tracking, aesthetic: digital typography) or integrated into a variety of imagery styles with a view toward communicating sustainability (technique: stop-motion and digital postproduction, aesthetic: handmade type / analog typography).

Music Videos
From Bob Dylan to Björk, moving type often plays a central role in musical “video clips.” Typography visualized lyrics, underscores the message of a song or creates, as in Alex Gopher’s “The Child,” an entire urban environment using New York as an example.
Corporate Motion

Corporate Motion unites the broad segment of TV-Design, from Station IDs to program credits like those for “Dr. Who” (BBC), which has advanced to the level of a classic of media history.

Information Graphics

In spite of the media-technical evolution it has undergone, typography still serves to communicate content. This is particularly evident in this section. We present examples that visually demonstrate complex processes, facts or data so they can be easily comprehended by the viewer.

Interviews with designers

In the past two decades, thanks to the increasing availability of production materials and deregulation of media channels, time-based design has grown dramatically. Against this backdrop we started interviewing international designers about their artistic outlooks and work methods. Some of these filmed interviews are included in the exhibit. We are always interested in the people behind the artistic efforts, in their ideas and concepts as well as their technical implementation.

We would briefly call attention to two different attitudes and methods:

Inspired by traditional Chinese water calligraphy, Gundula Neinhofmann uses a sponge on a broomstick to write out a poem – right on the pavement of Bellergasse street in front of the museum. The temporal process of writing in the spatial dimension, along with the dissolution of the writing through natural processes such as wind, water and air call attention to the “ephemeral” context of the work and the poem by Oda Schäfer. You have to find the right moment in time, as it were, then take the time to read what is written – before it disappears. In contrast, the work by Parisian design agency Hs and the team around Ludovic Houplain. The short film “Logorama,” which won an Oscar in 2009, plays with logos and brand design to create a 3D “brand architecture” based on the city of Los Angeles. The use of familiar logos and the way they are integrated into the urban landscape is subtle, and furthers the plot, culminating in the end of the world due to an earthquake. These two examples demonstrate the broad range of the exhibited works, but also how the job description of the profession has expanded as the media and technology have developed.
The concept behind the exhibition
1. Media façade
The subject of the exhibition announces itself on the outside of the museum building. Passers-by and exhibition visitors can send text messages that appear on the building’s façade. They are digitally encoded and move across the façade in the form of pulsating LED pixels before becoming legible on the bridge that connects the two parts of the museum building. This makes the exterior façade itself part of the exhibition. Motion sensors outside and inside the building change the color or appearance of the typography in response to the movements made by people passing by.

Our ambition was not only to make the subject visually manifest in a public space, but also to enable people to participate in the exhibition by contributing messages of their own. Our experience has shown that the concept works very well. The media façade is an emblematic presentation of the subject of animated typography in the 21st century.
2. Media lounge

“Moving Types” is an interdisciplinary media exhibition. It not only reproduces media, it is a media event in its own right. From the outset, we knew we didn’t just want to present 230 works on 230 monitors. It was a priority for us to depict contemporary media behavior. The screen/monitor has traversed the last few meters that separated it from our bodies, and we now carry them around in our pockets. We used to get together and go to the movies, later we sat around at home watching TV, and now we are “permanently online” and more or less able to access information with devices of our own wherever we are – and watch each other doing it.

Within the exhibition architecture, cubes illuminated from inside represent the individual exhibits. All the exits are digitally encoded within the space. So-called QR codes, quick response codes, link to the animated images. You need a tablet PC (an edition of the iPad 2) to be able to access and view the exhibits. The QR codes determine what the exhibit looks like. Projected onto the white, illuminated cubes, the exhibits seem to float among curvy constructions of steel wire. The cubes are chronologically arranged and bear dates and the names of the exhibits for easy orientation. As is the case with the “Internet of Things,” the information can be accessed from a specific location. The design of the media lounge is reminiscent of a rotated QR code. And the protrusions painted with blackboard paint stand for the missing pixels. The cubes also symbolically call to mind the moveable type invented by Gutenberg, which could be arranged and rearranged in infinite combinations. The QR codes were also the basis for the floor plan of the exhibition.

The medium used to display the exhibits is the 21st century equivalent of the blackboard: the iPad. Like virtually no other piece of technology, it exploits the current potential for manipulating media. iPads are available for visitors to use. They feature a specially developed App that serves as a scanner and a medialibrary. Designed and programmed for the exhibition, the App reads the code directly and automatically triggers the display of the digital exhibits.

Our App harks to the community feeling of social networks and makes use of their functionalities: collecting – evaluating – sharing.

Many networks such as LinkedIn, vimeo, youtube, twitter – to name just a few – influence the way we use media. The way we present the exhibits recalls the way we make use of these (social) networks.

Sharing Aera

In a special section of the exhibition – the “sharing area” – it’s possible to “publish” content by projecting it onto a large screen.
This "sharing area" pays tribute to contemporary media technology while at the same time encouraging visitors to reflect on their own media habits. Selected QR codes be loaded into the sharing station from visitors' individual iPads. The projector immediately plays the exhibits. In addition to the sharing area, the exhibition demonstrates the historical evolution of media. To do so we brought together tremendous technical achievements. The result is a concise representation of the history of media-technological development. Digital picture frames create a timeline that lets visitors track the progress made.

3. Sustainability: Website & Media Library, Media Catalog
We print out an individual QR code for the visitors after they have experienced the exhibition. It contains a code number that lets
them access Medialibrary on our website www.moving-types.com. There they can again watch all the film exhibits for which we were able to acquire online rights. The catalog is based on the same idea. More than 80 works can be accessed via QR tag and displayed on individual smartphones or tablets (Apple or Android) using a specially programmed App. This makes the printed catalog a "cinema." In some cases, the students who designed and created the QR tags were inspired to do so in the style of the works they refer to. The scanners are capable of reading even inverted tags or tags with distorted perspective. Catalog: www.moving-types.de/katalog.html

Z zg – Zentrum Zeitbasierte Gestaltung, Germany
Anja Stöffler, University of Applied Sciences, Media-Design, Mainz, Germany
Ralf Dringenberg, University of Design, Schwabisch Gmünd, Germany

Both doing work in the area of "animated typography" for many years – as designers, researchers and instructors. Over the years, our research collaboration on the topic of time as a parameter of design has resulted in what has become a quite substantial collection containing more than 500 international, aesthetically or technically outstanding, typographical works. As the archive grew, so did our idea to put together a retrospective exhibition on the subject. This ultimately resulted in the current exhibition project “Moving Types – Letters in Motion” at the Gutenberg Museum in Mainz, with the support of the “City of Science” initiative. Conceived as a touring exhibition, it will remain in Mainz until April 22 in 2012 before moving to the Gallery in the Museum Prediger in Schwabisch Gmünd. Coordination work is underway with additional venues in France, the Netherlands and Poland.
Anja Stößler
Professor of Digital Media
Head of Media Design, Institute of Media Design Maimi

After studying Communication Design at the University of Wuppertal, Anja Stößler worked for the television stations RTL, Arte, Nickelodeon and ZDF in Departments of Corporate Design, TV Motion and Branding. In 2000 she switched to Razerfish Frankfurt as the Head of the Department Experience Network. Since 2001 Anja Stößler has been teaching as a Professor of Digital Media at the University of Applied Sciences Maimi.

Her teaching focuses on applied and experimental projects in the fields of Motion Graphics, Animation and TV Motion. With students and external partner's projects have been developed for NDR, ZDF, RTL, SWR and Adobe Systems. Anja Stößler's main areas of research are in Digital Media and their presentation within Time Based Design. She was responsible for the establishment of the cooperation CME (Consortium Media Education) between ZDF and the University of Applied Sciences Maimi. In cooperation with Prof. Ralf Drängenberg of the University of Design Schmittenberg Crünfeld foundation of the tbd=: Zentrum Zeitbasierte Gestaltung (Centre for Time Based Design) in 2010. Conception and Realization of the exhibition “Moving Types - Lettern im Bewegung” with Ralf Drängenberg and Harald Puch.
Kristofer Oedekoven

M.A. Assistant Department of Design, University of Applied Sciences Mainz, Germany. Kristofer Oedekoven has studied North American Studies with emphasis on media, culture, and politics at the University of Bonn. April 2010 he started working at the University of Applied Sciences in Mainz, assisting during the development of BMoving Types – Letters in Bewegung”. Since October 2010 Kristofer Oedekoven has been responsible for the coordination of interdisciplinary teaching at the Department of Design at the University of Applied Sciences Mainz.
THE RENAISSANCE OF SPACE

Joachim Sauter, Jussi Ångeslevä (DE)

We generally see a renaissance of the physical world as a reaction onto now nearly two decades of communication in the virtual world of the internet. We see an increasing number of people leaving the isolated situation in front of a computer at home, going into a museum and other narrative spaces to experience information in a physical environment together with other people.

The big difference in designing these narrative spaces compared to the design approach in the pre-digital times is that the visitors are now computer literate and know about the qualities of the digital medium such as interaction, collaboration, networking and want to find them also in the physical space.

The presentation will review key projects from ART+COMs 23 years history and traces the development of new media from screen to space.
Terravision

1994

Terravision is a networked virtual representation of the earth based on satellite images, aerial shots, altitude data and architectural data. It serves as an environment to organise and access information spatially. Users can navigate seamlessly from overviews of the earth to extremely detailed objects and buildings.

Additionally to the photorealistic representation of the earth, all kinds of spatial information-data are integrated. Even historical aerial shots and architectural data are offered in the system; this allows users to navigate not only spatially but also through time. All data are distributed and networked and are streamed into the system according to the user’s needs.

Terravision was the first system to provide a seamless navigation and visualisation in a massively large spatial data environment. In order to navigate this data, three core components were created as an interface. A large sphere referencing the globe to pilot the planet; a 3D mouse to fly around; and a touch screen to interact with objects on the virtual earth.

Terravision is an isochronous realisation of Neal Stephenson’s literary idea in the novel “SnowCrash” as well as a prequel to Google Earth.
Duality
Tokyo, 2007

Duality was created for a new development site in the center of Tokyo. Compared to the traditional “art in public space sculptures,” the goal was to design an interactive installation that responds to its location in terms of the content and physically to the passersby.

The boundary between a walkway and an adjacent artificial pond was chosen as the location for the work. This interface between “liquid” (water) and “solid” (land) was thematically used and augmented by the question of “real” (water ripples) and “virtual” (artificial light waves).

On the walkway, a 4 x 4 meter white monochrome LED plane was installed and covered with a sand-blasted, opalescent glass. The glass tiles are equipped with load cells measuring the exact position and power of each footstep, triggering corresponding virtual waves on the LED plane. When these virtual waves reach the pond’s border, they extend into the water by precisely controlled mechanical actuators.

The perceivable reaction in the environment creates different sense of identification with the surroundings.
Anamorphic logos
Deutsche Bank, 2011

In the redesigned Deutsche Bank headquarters in Frankfurt am Main, the BrandSpace is providing insights into the bank’s history, present, business areas and its brand philosophy. The Deutsche Bank logo by Anton Stankowski serves as starting point for the spatial design and is now translated into three-dimensional narrative space.

To avoid permanent spatial logos that dominate and frame the space with simple three-dimensional extrusion, the logo was translated through anamorphism: The shape is transformed into an abstract architectural structure that is legible only from one vantage point. These logo sculptures integrate three media installations that offer different approaches to the brand for the visitor.

In the first installation, visitors can navigate through information on the bank’s history and current affairs on a touch-sensitive surface. When visitors enter the second installation they are detected by a 3D camera tracking system and their silhouettes are imaged in the projection on the wall. With their movements they trigger the display of statistical facts about Deutsche Bank.

The third installation takes a purely associative and aesthetic approach to translate the brand values of passion and precision into space. The logo becomes a kinetic sculpture with its central, diagonal part sliced up into 42 triangles. The triangles move in a complex choreography of flowing 3D structures that appear to hover in the air. In addition the surface of the triangles is animated by a layer of projected video textures in some sequences.

A fourth installation at the end of the stairway leading up to the BrandSpace is also based on the principle of anamorphosis. It consists of a faceted mirror and blue light projected onto the opposite wall. Visitors walking up the stairs at first only see the seemingly chaotic blue light reflections. But as they get closer, gradually the blue reflections arrange, ultimately becoming the bank’s logo.

The BrandSpace is a joint project of ART+COM and Coordination, Berlin.
Kinetic Sculpture
BMW Museum Munich, 2008

The Kinetic Sculpture is a metaphorical translation of the process of form-finding in art and design.

144 metal spheres, hanging from thin steel wires attached to individually-controlled stepper motors and covering the area of six square meters, animate a seven minute long mechatronic narrative. In the beginning, moving chaotically, then evolving to several competing forms that eventually resolve to the finished object, the kinetic sculpture creates an artistic visualisation of the process of form-finding in different variations.
Joachim Sauter (DE)

After graduating from the academy of fine arts in Berlin, Joachim Sauter studied at the 'German Academy for Film and Television', Berlin.

Since the early 1980s, he has been working as a media artist and designer. For the beginning, Joachim Sauter has focused on digital technologies and is experimenting how they can be used to express content, form, and narration.

Fueled by this interest, he founded ART+COM in 1988 together with other artists, designers, scientists, and technologists. Their goal was to practically research this new up-and-coming medium in the realm of art and design. Until now, he is leading this interdisciplinary group.

In the course of his work he was invited to participate in many exhibitions. Besides others he showed his work at 'Centro Pompidou' Paris, 'Stedelijk Museum' Amsterdam, 'Museum for Contemporary Art' Sidney, 'Deichtorhalle Hamburg', Kunsthalle Wien, Venice Biennial, 'IC' Tokyo, 'Getty Center' Los Angeles, 'ZKM' Karlsruhe.

He received several awards like the 'Golden Lion, Cannes', the 'D&AD Black Pencil', the 'Art Directors Electronic Interactive Award', the 'Los Angeles Interactive Media Award', the 'Prix Radio INA', the 'BAFTA British Academy for Film and Television Interactive Award', ADC New York and ADC Germany Gold, the 'Grand Clio', the 'Red Dot Grand Prix', the "Design award of the Federal Republic of Germany" and many other national and international awards.

Since 1991 he is full professor for "New Media Art and Design" at the "University of the Arts" Berlin and since 2001 adjunct professor at UCLA, Los Angeles.
Jussi Ängeslevä (FI)

Being involved in academia, design industry and conducting his individual experimental work, Jussi Ängeslevä is focusing on embodied interfaces, experiences and services for the public. His work as Creative Director at ART+COM media design agency is consistently yielding international recognition in exhibitions, installations and awards. In parallel he is an honorary professor at the Berlin University of the Arts teaching Digital Media Design and has been serving as a juror, chair of advisory in various academic and design bodies such as D&AD, ARS Electronica, TEI and Siggraph.

His design ethos is leveraging hardware, software, physical and graphic design in the search for elegance in highly specific solutions, where the meaning of a work is inseparable from the medium communicating it.
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Research into type design – the exploring designer
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Guillermina Noël (ARG/CAN)
Improving the visual material to assess word comprehension in people with aphasia: a research study

Marina Emmanouil (TR)
Graphic designer + user + specialist(s):
Calling for a triple co-operation in the area
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Alecos Papadatos (GR)
Logicomix, a graphic novel

Karel van der Waarde (NL)
Graphic Design and research: love at first sight
or an arranged marriage?

Richard B. Doubleday (USA)
A visual investigation of contemporary cultural identity
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Practice-led research in graphic design
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A new Masters program in typeface design for educators.
RESEARCH INTO TYPE DESIGN –
THE EXPLORING DESIGNER

Gerard Unger (NL)
Gerard Unger (NL)

Gerard Unger, born at Arnhem, Netherlands, 1942. Studied graphic design, typography and type design from 1963–67 at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy, Amsterdam. He teaches as visiting Professor at the University of Reading, UK, Department of Typography and Graphic Communication, and he is Professor of Typography at the University of Leiden. Freelance designer from '72. He has designed stamps, coin, magazines, newspapers, books, logos, corporate identities, annual reports and other objects, and many typefaces.

In '84 he won awarded the H. N. Werkman-prize for all his typographic work, for digital type design in particular and for the way he reconciled technology and typographic culture. In 2009 he received the award of the Society of Typographic Afheidsouds ... He wrote articles for the trade press, and several larger publications, such as 'Landscape with Letters' (1989), linking the usually limited scope of type and typography with a much wider cultural view. His book 'Twilight of Type' — about reading — has been published in Dutch, German, English, Italian and Spanish. He lectures frequently in Holland and abroad, about his own work, type design, the reading process, and related subjects.

All my type designs:

Makser (1972)
M.O.L. (1974)
Demos (1975)
Demos (new version 2001)
Praxis (1977)
Hollanders (1983)
Flora (1984)
Swift (1985)
Swift 2.0 (revised version 1995)
Armenio (1986)
Oranda (1987)
Argo (1991)
Define Poort (1991)
Decoder (1992)
Culiver (1993)
ANWB Font (1997)
Capitolium (1998)
Paradox (1999)
Coranto (2000)
Vesta (2001)
BigVesta (2003)
TYPEFACE CLASSIFICATION

Indra Kupferschmid (DE)

Classifications are useful but the common ones are not

Why are classifications helpful?
It is a recurring phenomenon that we tend to classify and sort what comes in large amounts – to be able to grasp it, for quicker reference of what is available, and to find it back more easily. Once organized, you don’t have to look at everything all the time but only consult the parts of your current interest. Grouping typefaces also breaks down the process of identifying them into a less challenging task.

Any categorization covers three aspects – 1. sorting in (this is what scholars and historians do, also type manufacturers), 2. reference (educating) and 3. “taking out” or finding back (this is what the user usually does). The aspect of finding a typeface though is crucial to many more people, every day, than the act of classifying them. You sort your CDs once and then only look at the respective shelf when you want to listen to Jazz in particular. This is why I think a (more) useful classification is one that helps the user to find and select typefaces and is structured accordingly.

What happened?
Assigning names to typefaces and classifying them is a rather new occurrence in our 560 years of typography. In the beginning, i.e. the first 400 years of typography typefaces didn’t even have specific names. Foundries and printers called them by their size (which actually were names like “Paragon”, “Great Primer”, “Nonparaille”, not numbers). All type looked more or less the same anyway and was
suitable for more or less the same jobs — continuous text. If a printer had more than one version of a roman text face available they gave them different numbers, e.g. “Great Primer Roman No.2”.

Then the industrial revolution happened. And with it the wish for louder and more eye-catching typesfaces than regular Bodoni at 24 pt. Plenty of flashy new designs were invented, numerous variations in style and jobbing type were starting to get available. With this, people saw the need to give the novel things terms to communicate about them. But which? Most typesfaces weren’t based on historic models where you could derive terminology from.

So type foundries all invented their own, more or less arbitrary designations for their new styles, e.g. “Egyptian” (because Egypt was super en vogue back then), “Gothic” or “Grottesque” (because that new alien style seemed weird) for sans serif typesfaces or “Ionic”, “Doric” and “French Antique” for slab serifs. Not only the designs were becoming more individual but also the terminology, resulting in the problem that names were no longer universally understandable anymore. Terms were determined by marketing, not by style or historic roots.
Still, the actual typefaces themselves where not given individual names like today. A foundry rarely had more than two or three “French Clarendons” on offer and an easy solution was to just number them.

Until around 1900 only the slightest to no attempts were made to sort or classify typefaces. Rather it was considered “redundant, impossible or utterly inconvenient”. One of the earliest endeavors was the system proposed by François Thibaudeau in 1921. It is solely based on the form of the serifs, which I regard less ideal, but up until this stage in type history, it admittedly was a characteristic feature picturing the different style periods rather fittingly.

By the mid 20th century, with new type issued weekly, it became increasingly difficult to keep up with the developments and to obtain a working knowledge of the countless variants known. For the first time classification was regarded as a problem and serious efforts were made to establish a systematic approach to sort typefaces and to come up with an international solution.

The Thibaudeau system was developed further by Maximilian Vox (born Samuel William Théodore Monod) who published his version in 1954. Continuing with the same main groups his unique invention are terms for groups derived from the most iconic examples: printers (Garalde, Didone) or techniques (Manuale).

The [slightly modified] Vox-system was taken over by the ATypI (Association Typographique Internationale) in 1960 and later internationally adopted as a standard. Adapted versions were published by the German DIN in 1964 and as a British Standard in 1967.
Origine, Transformation & Classification de la Lettre d’Imprimerie déterminées par son Empattement

La Majuscule.

Les Quatre Grandes Familles Classiques

L’Antique
Tracé Primitif sans Empattement
Relevé sur les inscriptions phéniciennes et réalisée en types mobiles au commencement du 6e siècle.

Type de la L’Antique ou lettre hébraïque.

L’Égyptienne
1ère Transformation avec Empattement Rectangulaire
Relevé sur les inscriptions grecques et réalisée en types mobiles au commencement du 1er siècle.

Type de l’Égyptien à traits bruts.

Sous-Familles :
Les Égyptiennes

Égyptienne anglaise
Caractéristique :
Arrangement intérieur des signes d’empattement.

L’Égyptienne latine
Caractéristique :
Empattements renforcés. Traits intérieurs assagis.

(1) L’Empattement consiste dans la forme donnée à l’atique ainsi qu’à la hirondelle des ambages de la lettre. Il est la base de la classification des familles.

Les Monumentales
Les de Yinne
Caractéristique :
Lettre d’inscription à pointe d’empattement italique et accentuée.

Les Helleniques
Caractéristique :
 Traits étroits réduits à l’empattement triangulaire sans modification de la forme de trait des lettres.

Le Romain Elévir
2e Transformation avec Empattement Triangulaire
Relevé sur les inscriptions romaines et réalisée en types mobiles à la fin du 1er siècle.

Type du roman Carusiano ou Elévir.

Sous-Familles :
Les Latines

Le Romain Didot
3e Transformation avec Empattement à Trait Fin Horizontal
Principe inventé par Phil. Grandjean et généralisé par F.-A. Dœuff au 19e siècle.

Type du roman Didot.

Clasique Didot

Classification by Francis Thibodeau, 1921
## ORIGINE, TRANSFORMATION & CLASSIFICATION

### de la

### LETTRE D'IMPRIMERIE

### DÉTERMINÉES

### par son

### EMPATTEMENT

### La Minuscule.

### LES QUATRE GRANDES FAMILLES CLASSIQUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Le Romain Elzévir</th>
<th>Le Romain Didot</th>
<th>L'Antique</th>
<th>L'Égyptienne</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A EMPATTEMENT TRIGONAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>A EMPATTEMENT À TRAIT FIN HORIZONTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>Adoption de la forme romaine de l'alphabet de Nicolas Jenson pour l'ajouté d'une minuscule au style primitif des majuscules phéniciennes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Empattement RECTANGULAIRE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabet minuscule extrait de la Caroline romaine et adapté à l'empattement des capitales romaines d'inscription par Nicolas Jenson à la fin du 18ème siècle.</td>
<td>Transformation de la minuscule romaine d'après le principe d'empattement innové par Grandjean dans son roman du roi et généralisé par F.-A. Denor au 19ème siècle.</td>
<td>Adoption de la forme romaine de l'alphabet de Nicolas Jenson pour l'ajouté d'une minuscule aux majuscules des inscriptions grecques.</td>
<td><strong>Minuscule Égyptienne</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Minuscule Élizévir.

### Sous-Familles :

#### Les Latines

Empattement triangulaire horizontal adapté à la greffe de corps de l'Égyptienne angl.

#### Les DE YINNE

Retour à l'attaque d'empattement de l'Éléphant avec reprise horizontale.

#### Les HELLÉNIQUES

Monolithe combiné réalisant l'empattement triangulaire.

#### Les ÉGYPTIENNES angl.

Arrondissement inférieur des angles d'empattement.

### Minuscule Didot.

#### CLASSIQUE DIDOT

Avec d'empattements triangulaires, réalisation de la finesse des effets.

### Minuscule Antique.

### Minuscule Égyptienne.

### L'ÉGYPTIENNE angl.

Arrondissement inférieur des angles d'empattement.

### Sous-Famille :

#### Les ITALIENNES

Empattement renforcé, traits inférieurs assagis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groupes</th>
<th>Humaines</th>
<th>Garalves</th>
<th>Réales</th>
<th>Didones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formes des empouements, pieds et extrémités des lettres.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects généraux de la lettre capitale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Romain et italicique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects généraux de la lettre bas de casse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Romain et italicique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Études morphologiques de la lettre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caractères appartenant à chacun des groupes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classification by Maximilian Vox
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAXIMILIEN VOX</th>
<th>MÉCANES</th>
<th>LINEALES</th>
<th>INCISES</th>
<th>MANUAIRES</th>
<th>SCRIPTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NES</td>
<td>ERSI</td>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>ESU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>POLK</td>
<td>BON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODI</td>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>CISEL</td>
<td>ERIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODI</td>
<td>ABCM</td>
<td>RENOI</td>
<td>ENEI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONDE</td>
<td>NORD</td>
<td>LONA</td>
<td>ECHOU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONDE</td>
<td>NOSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Les lettres peuvent être utilisées pour plusieurs applications, y compris l'écriture manuscrite et l'imprimé.
- Les lettres sont disponibles dans plusieurs tailles et styles.
- Les lettres peuvent être utilisées pour des applications spécifiques, telles que la calligraphie et l'imagerie graphique.
- Les lettres peuvent être utilisées pour des applications plus larges, telles que la publicité et l'édition.
The limitations of those systems
An ever growing market for typefaces and variants in style show that the classic systems like Vox put too much emphasis on the historical order and the early seriffed typefaces. At the same time they generalize greatly when it comes to sans and slabs. This is understandable when we regard the age they were created in. The popular and influential neo-grotesques of the late 1950s like Helvetica and Univers weren’t even issued yet and the international style – and with it the surge of sans serif type – was just starting to take off.

The original idea of Vox was to enable the combination of different groups and terms, like e.g. to have a Carade sans serif (= humanist sans). This alas was never really implemented apart from variations in the British Standard and additional explanatory text for the DIN classification. A similarly overlooked detail is that ATypI originally suggested the simple structure to be subdivided by their members/countries to their liking. They also did not define the terminology since this was the point they found it especially hard to agree on. Instead they assigned numbers to the groups to make comparison and the translation of foreign adoptions possible.

Unfortunately, those ideas are largely forgotten about. In fact now with a fully international market and type community we see that it is exactly the diverse terminology that became a big obstacle. Neither the terms coined by the type foundries nor the ones used in published classification systems are anywhere near being internationally compatible. For example the French call sans-serif faces Antique, the Germans Grotesk, the Americans Gothic which on the other hand is the term for blackletter in European countries.

Unambiguous terminology might now be even more important than a coherent, rational approach to classify typefaces. Because before we even attempt to achieve this, we have to be able to communicate over type and letter forms with all parties involved – designers, printers, compositors, students, manufacturers, scholars, engineers and perhaps even laymen.

Two (new) different ideas
I want to introduce you to two different approach of classification which I regard more practical.

1. Classification according to form model
This is an idea based on the writing and letter theories of Gerrit Noordzij which I first put together after learning calligraphy and typeface design in the Netherlands. It doesn’t follow Noordzij’s terminology exactly but I always looked for more “generic” terms, not connected to a certain style/period, over the historic ones because
I experienced those cause quite some confusion among beginners. What makes a brand new font a Old Style typeface? Or what does Humanist, Renaissance and Garalde mean anyway?

I expanded this approach into a layered system comparable to “bones, flesh and skin”. Most text typefaces can be differentiated according to a small number of basic form models. You could call these the bones or skeletons of a typeface. They are largely determined by the former writing tools – e.g. the broad nib or pointed nib – and how the stroke contrast originally came about.

1. Forms (contrast and structure) derived from writing with a broad-nib pen – Translation or dynamic form model

2. Forms derived from writing with a pointed pen – Expansion or static (rational) form model

3. (adding the traditional German approach of foundational writing) “drawing” the linear skeleton form with a round pen, like in Futura – Rotation or geometric form model

[Image overview form models]
These three models, the underlying structural principles, are also visible in the letter forms when you reduce the stroke contrast or remove serifs. They determine the impression and the application of a typeface to a very large extent. Of course, a beginning designer doesn't understand terms like expansion or broad-nib pen any easier than French Renaissance. But what most of us can agree on is the general appearance of character shapes:

1. Writing with a broad-nib, held in a certain angle, delivers an inclined course of contrast, open aperture and divers stroke width. This gives the letters a dynamic and varied general form and feel (also in the italics and caps, which follow the proportions of the Capitals).

2. In writing with a pointed pen, the thickness of the stroke is related to the pressure put upon the nib while “pulling” the pen to form a stroke. Because this is applied to the down-strokes only, the axis is vertical with high but less modulated contrast and rather closed aperture. This gives the letters a more static, still impression. The letter forms (e.g. q, p, d, b) and the proportions of the characters are rather similar, especially the width of the caps.

3. The rounded-nib renders linear, more “drawn” looking constructed forms (e.g. circular o) like in Futura or monoline scripts. Caps often follow the classical proportions of Capitals.

The second level – the flesh – is about the equipment and features applied to the skeleton of a typeface. Those are serifs and stroke contrast, either strongly visible or just a slight contrast to achieve the impression of optical linearity. The actual form of the serifs – triangular, bracketed or straight – is not as determining in my mind as it was for Thibaudeau. One can incorporate these specific differences into the third “layer” of descriptives.

The third, the skin level, gives us the possibility to introduce an infinite number of finer differentiations between the main groups of typefaces to describe even the most singular feature someone could overlook for. Descriptives can address different forms of serifs, like bracketed or straight serifs in the traditional categories of rational serifs, Scotch Modern and Didone, or ornamented ones. Also decorative features like serifs, inline, shadow are possible or terms related to style or application like western, horror, comic or agate, typewriter, lower are possible. This detailed graduation can also be seen as a collection of tags.

With this set at hand, all kind of typefaces can be easily described by combining the terms of the groups, just like Vox imagined it, too. A Tuscan typeface for example could be characterized as face with modern skeleton, little stroke-contrast, bi-lobed serifs, western-style, chromatic, poster, decorative, shadow, display and so forth. Okay, this is probably not the unique, dedicated term most of us
would like to have at their disposal for typefaces, but they describe
the typeface appropriately.

The big advantage I see in this system is that the groups relate
to the impression and to some extend also use of the typefaces. It is
relatively easy to assign atmospheric keywords to the form models,
like warm, open, friendly to the first and rather regular, strict, formal
to the second form model. This helps the selection of typefaces
enormously, because this is usually what you think of when you
start looking for a typeface. At least I do. Also, it aids combining
typefaces as all fonts that stand in one vertical column here combine
harmoniously, whereas mixing the horizontal ones should better be
avoided. If you are looking for a more contrasting combinations you
can pair the typefaces diagonally. So, either stay in one form model or
go for lots of difference.

This system was published in German speaking reference books
and since then is in relatively widely used in Germany. However, it is
not flawless and sometimes difficult to adapt for real life applications.
The terminology stays my main construction site. Do people actually
understand what is meant by “dynamic” and “static”? The latter was
my replacement term for the initial “rational” but right now I tend
to get back to this again, because I have a hard time describing
a rationalized english roundhead or modern italic as “static”.

Also, one could argue that the problem of a taxonomical approach
like this is, that a typeface can only be “one of those things” even
if we think of it more like piles or fraying clusters and less of self-
contained drawers. It’s not realistic to say that a typeface can only be serif or sans given the numerous semi-sans and semi-serif examples.
In the same way do we know typefaces who happily live in the middle
of the old-style and the modern form models. So, where to put those?
I’d advocate to place them on the play-board near what determines
the feel of the typeface most, even if we give up immaculate grouping
for that. An alternative would be to introduce more piles.

One would think that an interactive system solves all those
problems but actually the adaption for FontShop’s applications
was more difficult. This system works surprisingly well as a simple
list, because it brings the chronological order of the first few groups
out more clearly. It works okay in a matrix, although I changed the
axeses over the years (form models in horizontal order or vertical).
But sorting the 3400 typefaces from the FontShop catalog into the
classifying adaption for their iPad app was a challenging acid test.
The main reason for my problems was the set-up of their database
though, which only allowed typefaces to be assigned to one class.
This inevitably proved to me that the world of type is not as simple
(anymore).
2. Micro-Classification or Tagging

A possible solution to this problem and another approach I grew very fond of in the last 2 years is the micro-classification you can call tagging. It is at first a non-hierarchical approach, which makes it far more flexible and user-centred, often even user-generated. You could call it a democratic take on classification. If people regard this typeface as “holiday” or “girlish”, then why not have them find the typeface with those keywords. The problem with keywords added by users, or also marketing people, though this monitoring, I did this voluntarily for MyFonts in the past 2 years extensively (besides tagging typefaces) and was just stunned at times by the silly and ridiculous tags that were occasionally added to fonts.

Tagging of course works more or less only in an (interactive) database environment. The most consequent example for it might be the MyFonts website, but also other type vendors work with a similar system more or less successfully. Here, the browsing or search interface is crucial, as you see in the example of fonts.com with its confusing list of keywords. What is most confusing here, on a page they call “classification”, are keywords like “serif” or “script” or “simplified chinese” next to “scary” on the same level. In my opinion, it is key to also offer tags in a basic hierarchical order as an entry point to all those different styles of typefaces. In my opinion there are different “levels” of keywords. Is “serif” a more weighty ones than “holiday”?

Speaking to manufacturers, though I got an additional view. Some told me that sales went up significantly after they added more tags, and more informal tags that is. So, what should you do when you see that people find the typefaces they want this way. Should you force educate them, force your classification on everyone if it is maybe not even helpful to them?

A failed research

As I am busy with this topic for 14 years now and get really desperate at times, I can understand why my predecessors did not want to bother further at some point and the discussion is preferably avoided at conferences. Although I had intensive experience from teaching and earlier tests I was hoping to find some new starting points in a small research. What are the more “weighty” characteristics? How do people differentiate typefaces?

Well, that was not as fruitful as I though and just brought up what I already knew or suspected. I confronted students and friends of different level of knowledge with a pile of type samples and let them sort them into groups however they wanted. After that I asked them to assign names to their groups. To break you the most disappointing
outcome first – this last task did not bring up anything at all. They had a very hard time to name the groups. Students with some knowledge used the existing terminology, blending all systems they knew of, i.e. called some dynamic or static, others used Vox or the traditional Anglo-American terminology. The ones who did not have any education in typography were able to describe what they saw and sorted, but couldn’t come up with a single, catchy term. Well – what did I expect. This is not surprising at all.

What was verified is that they separated script or decorated faces from text faces first. As a second they separated serifs and sans. As a third – and actually more pronouncedly than I thought – they separated typefaces with stroke contrast from linear ones. Even to the extend that some separated fonts that are supposed to look linear, thus with just small optical adjustments, like in Univers or Bureau Grotesque. My guess is that this came due to the lack of other criteria they had at hand, e.g. not being familiar with the idea of form model for further distinctions. The form model was, not surprisingly, the
most advanced, hence most difficult thing to recognize. It is probably a fact that distinguishing typefaces must be learned.

Conclusion and outlook
The problem with research in any field is that you dive into a subject on such specialized and detailed level that you forget that your distance to the language and knowledge of the normal people gets greater and greater. It helps to step back every now and then and ask the actual user. This view, in my opinion, is what historical and overly complex taxonomical systems are lacking: a classification should help the user find, select and combine typefaces and not the scholar in the first place. Or at least this is what is lacking right now. The historically savvy expert has sophisticated language and methods to describe letterforms of the past and maybe even present. But e.g. I sometimes forget that others don’t easily see those differences in typefaces that I can make out in seconds. I want to find a tool that helps also those entry-level-users of type.

My hope is to be able to combine all those approach into one flexible system that works on several levels of sophistication – for beginners and experts. We cannot abandon all old classifications, and even less so, all the different terminologies established over the years. We have to come up with a way how to integrate all this into a new scheme and explain it well.

My proposal works well with most the traditional groups of text faces, it follows the historical order in the serif categories. At the same time it is open to new additions to the typographic palette.
One can easily incorporate different levels of descriptives (1. form, model, 2. main formal features (serifs, contrast), 3. detailed features/associations). The third level could even work as a user-centric tag system.

I would like to take on the original ideas of Vox and ATypl and leave the framework open for additions and perhaps even nationally different terminology. Because terminology is still the biggest crux. In Nick Sherman I found an English native partner in crime and expert in the field with whom I am currently working on the topic intensively. We recently opened the can of worms and had a round table discussion with designers and manufacturers at last year’s ATypl conference in Reykjavík and we would like to present a paper/proposal to the ATypl in time for their assembly this year again. I think a good solution is near.

“Unfortunately, many researchers in type classification become so involved they forget the basic purpose of any attempt to formalize a structure—simple communication.” This is very true. But I promise I make this my main goal towards a practical classification for today’s needs.
Indra Kupferschmid

Indra Kupferschmid is a German designer and teacher at HfK Aachen, Academy of Fine Arts Saarbrücken, where she holds a professorship in typography and heads the department of design and Master's program "Lettering & Type". Alongside this, she is occupied with book design, bitmap fonts and other type-related projects, DIN committees, the history of Grotius, and discussing type classification. She is co-author of Helvetica Forever by Lars Müller Publishers and other typographic reference books and websites such as fonts.in, typesafe and typegraphica as well as her various own fun blogs and journals.
IMPROVING THE VISUAL MATERIAL TO ASSESS WORD COMPREHENSION IN PEOPLE WITH APHASIA: A PRELIMINARY STUDY

Guillermina Noël (ARG/CAN)

Introduction
This study forms part of my doctoral dissertation on how can visual communication design contribute to the assessment of aphasia. Aphasia is a communication disability caused by brain damage that affects speaking, understanding speech, reading, and writing. While the damage affects the language system in the brain, aphasia affects daily communication, and thus impacts significantly on the quality of everyday activities and social life.

A speech therapist assesses the person to identify language and communication problems. This information allows the therapist to plan rehabilitation. Therapists use a variety of tools to conduct the assessment. While studies of therapist-patient interaction have been conducted, no research has explored the complex dynamics between the therapist, the person with aphasia, the tasks, and the visual material. There is no current evidence that the test materials to assess aphasia have been designed with a state-of-the-art knowledge of visual communication design. This study draws on current research in visual communication design and cognitive psychology to investigate how a visual communication design approach might inform the visual display of materials to assess aphasia.

Purpose
The purpose of this research is to improve the material used to perform word-picture matching. Word-picture matching is an activity used to assess the comprehension of written words. Several layouts are currently used to display images and words
1. (Figure 1). For example, sometimes, the word is in the middle of the page (e.g., pear), and four images are in each corner. One image corresponds to the word, the other three are distractors (semantic: orange, phonological: pear, non-related: bike). The task of the patient is to read the word, look at the four images, select and point to the image that corresponds to the word.

This study investigates the impact of the type of task and of the visualization on the matching of words and pictures. In particular, it explores:

- What type of layout facilitates word-picture matching for people with aphasia.
- What type of activity is most appropriate to match a word and a picture: pointing, placing a label, or matching cards.
- What type of task is most engaging to people with aphasia.
- What type of visualization is most appealing to people with aphasia.

To do this, I designed four different prototypes using the 16 words selected from a previous study, and used this material with 8 people with aphasia.

Problem statement
Despite the fact that many assessment tasks use visual materials, their impact on the answers of people with aphasia is underestimated or misinterpreted. To design the visual material it is important to consider the cognitive abilities and limitations of people with aphasia when performing word-picture matching. Hence, the study applies the Cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2005), and Frame theory (Minsky, 1974) to inform design decisions.

When the layout of the material is confusing, or the material contains information that is not relevant to achieve the goal of the task but must be processed, the cognitive capacity of the person is overloaded. Mayer (2005) called this situation extraneous overload. The author proposes principles to reduce extraneous overload. Three of these principles are:
1) The Coherence principle proposes to eliminate words and pictures that are not relevant to the goal of the task.

2) The Signaling principle proposes to place signals to direct the person's attention to the essential material. This principle provides cues to the person, thus reducing extraneous processing.

3) The Spatial contiguity principle suggests placing together words and pictures that are related, to facilitate their integration. Looking back and forth would require the person to hold information in working memory.

These principles were applied to the design of the four prototypes used with people with aphasia in this project.

On the other hand, recognizing an object (image) requires the viewer to apply knowledge: syntactic, semantic and personal. As it is well known, knowledge is stored in an information package called a schema. It is "used to organize a particular class of concepts formed from our experience" (Ruddell & Unrau, 2004, p. 1474).

Similarly, Minsky (1974) proposes that this knowledge is structured into frames that we use when we encounter a new situation. A frame guides recognition providing information about what we can expect in a context or event. For example, there are certain objects we expect to find in a kitchen. It appears that knowledge about the scene being a kitchen plus knowledge that the object is a square with a long handle might activate the oven node more quickly. Thus, it seems that the presentation of objects in their scene context might facilitate their identification.

Another problem is the content of the test (in this case the words). Through interviews with speech therapists and a literature review, I found that: a) words must be relevant to the person with aphasia, and b) word selection must be based on an evaluation of how picturable the words are.

To arrive at a set of words that were relevant and picturable, in a previous study, I asked people with aphasia to write 15 words that they use daily, and 15 words that they need to use but that are difficult. Most of the words people with aphasia reported belong to a context: the kitchen, the bathroom, or the bedroom. Following frame theory, and given that most of the words that people with aphasia reported belong to contexts such as the kitchen, one prototype explores the impact of presenting the objects in their context.

This study also explores the impact of the type of activity on performance. Activity refers to what the person has to do to integrate (mentally and physically) a word with a picture. Mayer (2005) makes a distinction between being behaviourally active (i.e. writing, pointing) and cognitively active. Being cognitively active means
making sense of the material presented, selecting essential elements, and using prior knowledge to create explanations or solve a problem.

Viewers need to select only the information that is relevant to the task and to integrate this information with their prior knowledge to create a mental model. Schnitz and Barnett (2003) showed that the form of visualization can facilitate or interfere with the construction of a task-appropriate mental model. The authors stated:

Pictures facilitate learning only if...the subject matter is visualized in a task-appropriate way. ...If good readers with high prior knowledge receive a text with pictures...visualized in a task-inappropriate way, then these pictures may interfere with the construction of a task-appropriate mental model. (p. 154)

All these principles and ideas were used to inform design decisions during the creation of the prototypes.

Designing the prototypes
As already mentioned, I designed four different sets of material using 16 words. I used this material with 6 people with aphasia and 2 people without aphasia (not reported here).

To facilitate the process of designing and using the prototypes, each of them was assigned a name. They are called: a) radial, b) two columns, c) context, and d) cards. See Figure 2.
A general principle applied was to reduce the number of images in the material. Following the Coherence principle, the radial and two columns prototypes display 4 words and 1 image. One word corresponds to the image, the other three are distractors (semantic: orange, phonological: peer, not related: bike).

The radial prototype displays outline images. Despite the fact that tone can facilitate the identification of objects, in this case, adding tone to the image would have been distracting. Adding tone would have caused a visual segregation of the image from the words. To obtain a homogeneous visual tone and avoid the image being too distracting, the image is presented in line only.

The case of the two columns prototype is different: the layout divides the page into two sections, one for the image and the other for the words. In addition, the four words are placed in a column, forming a tonally homogeneous group. Presenting the image in line and tone creates a tonal balance between the two visual areas.

The cards prototype also presents the image in line and tone. Tone is also used as information, for example, the handle of the knife is darker than the blade.

The context prototype presents the images in colour. There are two reasons to use colour: a) as information (i.e., a lemon is yellow) and b) as a signal communicating to the viewer that coloured figures are relevant. The use of colour as signal forces the presentation of the background colour of the kitchen to be grey to reduce its importance. Figure 3 shows the principles applies to each prototype. Note, that each prototype is presented together with the activity to perform. Since text and picture comprehension are goal-oriented, it is difficult to talk about the task without talking about the visualization.

Regarding the drawing criteria, following Rosch’s (1975) concept of goodness-of-example, the 16 images were drawn from real and familiar objects of contemporary use within a kitchen context. Following Johnson, Painho, and Clark’s (1996) description of canonical perspective, the objects are depicted in the viewpoint that maximizes information about their identity.

Using the prototypes
Six people with aphasia collaborated in the evaluation of the four prototypes. The participants were three women and three men, their age ranges from 39 to 82 years, and all of them have Italian as their first language. Table 1 shows their age and level of aphasia according to the clinical judgement of their aphasia therapist.

The meetings with people with aphasia were individual. Meetings were audio-recorded. To avoid memorization of the 16 nouns by the participants, activities such as reading brief texts and an interview
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Aphasia severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>mild moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.3</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.5</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.6</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.7</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>mild moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.8</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

about two different informed consents were alternated with the evaluation of the prototypes. The whole procedure had 10 steps.

Evaluation of the radial and the two columns prototypes: The impact of layout on word-picture matching: evaluation of the radial and the two columns prototypes.
In these two cases, the prototype was placed in front of the participant. The instructions given to the participant were: Please, look at the elements in the page, and point to the word that corresponds to the image. The total time required to match the word to the picture and the number of errors made were recorded.

Visual acuity screening.
I also did a visual screening. Several authors have highlighted the importance of identifying the presence of visual deficits in people with aphasia (Hallowell, Douglas, Wertz & Kim, 2004; Hallowell, 2008). Failure to do so may lead to invalid data collection.

Evaluation of the two columns, the context, and the cards prototype:
The impact of the type of activity: evaluation of the two columns, the context, and the cards prototype.

The evaluation of the two columns prototype was as described above.

To evaluate the context prototype, it was placed in front of the participant. The participant was instructed: Please, look at this image. I will give you a label with a word; place the label close to the arrow that corresponds to the image.

To evaluate the cards prototype two rows of cards were arranged, the top row for words, the bottom row for images. The participant was instructed: There are cards with words and cards with images. Please look at the cards and match the word card to the corresponding image. The total time required to match the correct word to the picture and the number of errors made were recorded for each of the 16 nouns. Comments that the participant or the aphasia therapist made were also recorded.

The total time was added up and divided by 16; differences in performance between conditions were noted. The errors were noted and their total was added up.

Results
Results about the layout
The results in Table 2 show that word-picture matching takes more time when using the radial prototype. The average time the six participants took using the radial prototype compared to the two columns prototype was 58% higher. Only one participant made errors (shown in red in Table 2), but the number of errors was lower when using the two columns prototype.

It was noticed that when participants were reading the radial prototype, the reading path varied from page to page. This lack of consistent reading order was present in most of the participants. Since this reading behaviour was present only when reading the
radial prototype, it was assumed that this behaviour was caused by the layout. Specifically, it might be due to the lack of guidance in the layout. In a study about newspaper reading, Holsanova, Holmberg and Holmqvist (2009) using eye-tracking technology, found that when reading a radial layout readers have no preferred reading order. The authors explained that given that the reader has several decisions to make - to choose the entry point, to decide about the reading path, to find relevant pieces of information, to create a connection between them and to integrate them mentally – the material might be judged as difficult to grasp (p. 1224). This extra cognitive activity of deciding the entry point and the reading path is reflected in the longer time it took to read the radial prototype.

This reading order behaviour was noticed because the six participants were reading aloud, although they were not instructed to do so. Participants were not instructed to read aloud to reduce the task's cognitive effort. However, this verbal protocol provided valuable insights into the reading of the material. This has important methodological implications for future studies.

The findings about the lack of a consistent reading order support the Signaling principle (Mayer, 2005). Placing cues directs the reader's attention and reduces extraneous cognitive processing. Lack of cues, on the opposite, is detrimental.

The results also support the Spatial Contiguity principle (Mayer, 2005). Placing the words and the image closer facilitated their integration. The two columns prototype made it easier to integrate the word with the image. The two areas of the layout require less scanning, and also avoid holding information in working memory.

Results about the activity and visualization
It seems that the type of activity affects word-picture matching. Table 3 shows that three out of the six participants performed better when matching cards, this is when using the oval prototype. However, and despite the fact that the context prototype requires more visual search than the two columns prototype, four out of the six participants spent less time matching using the context prototype.
The results show that the impact of the type of activity on performance varies depending on the severity of the aphasia. The table shows that for participants 5 and 6 the impact of the activity is smaller than in the other participants.

Note taking of comments and audio-recording provided relevant insights. Two participants took longer finding the image of the word gas burner in the context prototype. One of the participants, after reading the word gas burner, immediately said “Gas burner we place it here, above the oven.” This comment show that previous knowledge and experience with the objects is indeed very important. People search according to their previous knowledge and experience. The comments also show that word picture matching requires searching strategies. For example one participant was searching according to the place; and another was searching according to the colour. The two of them had different searching strategies in mind.

It would seem that the context facilitated the recognition of objects, adding information such as where in the kitchen you find the burners.

Comments made by another participant is also worth noting. When searching for the fruit, he said “I have seen it before.” This supports Mayer’s (2005) theory that using signals, in this case colour, facilitates recall of emphasized information.

The context also made it easier to reject distractor words, for example, when reading the word letter, a participant commented: “No! No! No! This one is of no use for me.” This seems to support the frame theory: there are certain objects that we expect to find in a kitchen and a letter is not one of them.

Visual cues, such as the arrows in the relevant objects, facilitated the identification of relevant objects for four out of the six participants. This supports the Signaling principle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>P.1</th>
<th>P.2</th>
<th>P.3</th>
<th>P.4</th>
<th>P.5</th>
<th>P.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pointing</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placing labels</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching cards</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results about how engaging was each activity
Despite the fact that some participants took longer performing the word-picture matching when placing the labels, the six participants selected placing the label using the context prototype as the most engaging activity.

Table 4 shows the participants’ comments. The comments from participants 5 and 6 “it makes me think” and “it helps you search... using the logic” suggest that this activity is more engaging because there is a problem to be solved, an object that has to be found.

Searching and finding the object presents a challenge.

Participant 1 instead liked placing labels because it takes place in a kitchen, which she seems to love. This suggests that two aspects contribute to the engagement are a certain level of challenge and a topic.

Some participants found pointing using the radial prototype and matching cards too simple. This suggests that participants do not like activities that are childish or too simple.

Results about how appealing was each prototype
The most appealing visualization for the six participants was also the context prototype. See Table 5. The participants’ comments made reference to different aspects of the visualization, such as the topic and the colour. One participant liked because in this prototype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How engaging it is?</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Participant 1</th>
<th>Participant 2</th>
<th>Participant 3</th>
<th>Participant 4</th>
<th>Participant 5</th>
<th>Participant 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pointing 1</td>
<td>Quite a lot</td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>A little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radial P.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Placing labels</td>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>A lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Context P.</td>
<td>This is my kingdom</td>
<td>In my mind</td>
<td>In my mind</td>
<td>In my mind</td>
<td>because one has to think</td>
<td>use the logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pointing 2</td>
<td>Quite a lot</td>
<td>Quite a bit</td>
<td>Quite a bit</td>
<td>Quite a bit</td>
<td>Quite a bit</td>
<td>Quite a bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two columns P.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matching cards</td>
<td>Quite a lot</td>
<td>Quite a bit</td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>A little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cards P.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>it is too simple</td>
<td>it is too simple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
she could see at the end of the session all that she had achieved, a situation that cannot be observed in the other prototypes; another participant liked the idea of having a panorama in which objects are located.

Discussion
The results show that visual material to assess word comprehension through a word-picture matching modality must be designed considering the attention and working memory limitations of people with aphasia, but also their needs and interests. The results also show that indeed the cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2005) can help create material that reduces unnecessary cognitive demands.

Attention can be guided through the appropriate use of signals such as clear visual areas for text and image. Working memory limitations can be reduced by a task-appropriate layout, for example placing the words and the image closer, and reducing the number of areas to inspect.

The results seem to indicate that the most appropriate activity for assessing word-picture matching, might be placing labels with words on a large image displaying a context. The combination of this activity with this type of visualization seems to promote active cognitive processing to match the word and the picture. It seems to encourage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How appealing it is?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radical P. Pointing 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context P. Matching labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two columns P. Pointing 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cards P. Matching cards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
people with aphasia to make sense of the material and to favour the use of prior knowledge to identify the objects.

The study showed that word-picture matching is a search and find activity. Guthrie, Bitten, and Barker (1991) asserted that search is affected by the document’s structure. They stated, “to be selective in inspection of a document, the person must grasp the organizational structure of the informational display and know how to enter this structure” (p. 322). This assertion supports the findings that the layout and the type of visualization affect word-picture matching performance. If the visualization of the material does not provide a clear structure and appropriate cues, finding is more difficult, creating problems with attention and working memory.

As previously mentioned, presenting the words in their context might help create engagement in the activity. Perhaps presenting the words in everyday contexts such as the kitchen, the bedroom, or the living room, makes the material more connected to the person’s life – more purposeful. As Byng and Duchan (2005) suggested, engagement involves making people feel more connected and equipped for everyday real life. This implies that the context prototype better addresses the needs and interests of people with aphasia. Future research needs to include a variety of contexts.

Limitations
These preliminary findings are promising but need further research. The findings need additional confirmation with a larger population, using a larger number of words, and including difficult words.

Conclusions and implications
This study presents new insights into the design of word-picture matching material for people with aphasia. It suggests that the layout of the material influences performance. It also supports the idea that the type of activity to perform to match a word with a picture, together with the visualization of the material affect word-picture matching performance.

What type of layout facilitates word-picture matching?
The two columns layout used in this study is more appropriate than the radial. The two columns layout facilitated the integration of words and pictures for all the participants. This was shown in the shorter performance time it required.
What type of activity is most appropriate to match a word and a picture: pointing, placing a label, or matching cards. Placing labels with words on a large image displaying a context (i.e., a kitchen) seems to be more appropriate. Showing the objects in their natural context allow people to use their prior knowledge and experience. This is, the context presents task-relevant information promoting active cognitive processing.

What type of task is most engaging to people with aphasia. Participants with aphasia agreed that placing labels with words on a large image displaying a context is the most engaging activity. It seems that, to be engaging, matching activities for people with aphasia need to present a moderate challenge, a topic, and they must not be too simple or childish.

What type of visualization is most appealing to people with aphasia. All the participants selected the context visualization as the most appealing.

Implications
For visual communication designers, the results provide support that the material must be created taking into consideration the cognitive abilities and limitations of people with aphasia, and applying a user-centred approach. A challenge for visual communication designers is to have access to speech therapists and people with aphasia in their assessment environment, and also to resources to do research in this area.

For aphasiologists, the results show that the design of the material is a relevant aspect to consider, since it influences what people do or not do, what people understand or not understand, what they readily notice or not notice, what they like or not, and how they feel.

This study shows that visual communication design can make a significant contribution to the assessment of aphasia.

I hope this results can help improve the assessment of aphasia, enhancing the quality of the visual material, and enabling therapists to better help the people with communication disabilities find the path toward, as Holland (2007) outlined, a more pleasurable, engaged, and meaningful life with aphasia. I also hope this paper provides an example of research in visual communication design.
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GRAPHIC DESIGNER + USER + SPECIALIST(S): CALLING FOR A TRIPLE COLLABORATION IN THE FIELD OF TACTILE INFORMATION DESIGN
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INTRODUCTION
Participatory design, for those unfamiliar with the term, is the approach by which all stakeholders (designers, users, institutions, etc.) are actively involved in a design process. This approach is of course not new. It was developed with the functionalist design movement in the 1950s and 1960s. The theory around this practice sprung more vividly in the 1980s, and already a decade later, the approach was considered 'a maturing field of research and an evolving practice among professionals'. During roughly the same period, critical writings on graphic design provided us with a social-oriented theoretical basis that guided our thinking and practice since. Jorge Frascara's 1988 paper 'Graphic Design: Fine Art or Social Science?' is one of these works that remain useful today especially because of the democratisation in the media, such as web-related media, and in other fields.²

---

The edited volume Design Studies: Theory and Research in Graphic Design (2006) includes already good examples on participatory design in the field of graphic design. Considering, therefore, this fairly well-defined and well-implemented practice in the design world in the last decades, to talk about participatory design, in particular, to argue for the benefits of a user-centred approach today, seems an obsolete statement. However, there is an area in which participatory design in the field of graphic design has been largely neglected as an approach. The specific area I am referring to is the design of tactile graphics, that is, raised interpretations of visual images that are intended to be read by touch (rather than sight) by VIP.

The practice I am talking about is part of the broader field of tactile information design for the visually impaired that is already well practised and includes to some extent, the involvement of this special audience. I refer to the design products and services available in the market, for example, the state of the art auditory and digital gadgets, the tactile pavements for easier and safer transport. This paper focuses on the specific area mentioned (tactile graphics) that can be used as educational or and informational material in schools for the blind, museums, and other cultural establishments and institutions. It feeds primarily from my experience as a graphic designer in co-designing this material for and with visually impaired people.

Let’s ask a basic question: How many visually impaired people there are in the world? And by visually impaired people I mean both blind and partially sighted due to cataract, glaucoma and other severe sight diseases. According to the World Health Organization, 285 million people in 2011 worldwide are visually impaired, and approximately 65% of that figure is aged 50 and older. Considering that this age group comprises about 20% of the world’s population, we realise that this audience is a countable figure in society, especially with an increasing elderly population in many countries.

This work takes up as a case study the Accessibility Programme developed for a museum exhibition. Being the coordinator of that Programme, I would like to share my experience in its implementation, and particularly, report on implications entailed in the collaboration of the stakeholders (designer, museum staff, VIP and associated institutions). My goal is to describe the process and the type of interaction between the collaborators, spot out the gaps or problems in this process, and suggest possible collaboration.

---

3 Fact Sheet No. 82, October 2011. 30 million are blind and 246 have low vision. An estimated 13 million are children. http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs825/en/ (Accessed on 28 December 2011)
modes for future projects. I hope to offer a workable plan that highlights the significance of three types of Actors. These are: the Users, the Designers, and the Specialist(s).

1. The Exhibition and the Accessibility Programme

In June 2009 the Benaki Museum, which is an established cultural entity in Greece, opened its doors to a private collection of Pre-Columbian Art, the first documented collection in the country so far and a unique opportunity for the Greek audience to explore. The collection itself consisted of 133 objects (ceramic, stone, and textile artefacts), and nearly 2,300 swirls. These are listed in the exhibition catalogue, which basically comprised the main historical source of information. For the first time, too, in the museum’s history,
exhibition was made (potentially) accessible to 21,000 individuals with visual impairments in Greece through a special programme. This programme was built around the development of Guided Tours, in which a representative sample of 10 pieces was discussed and comprised the material for the touch-on activities. Some of the artefacts selected for the tours included: a cylindrical ceramic pot with an impressive decoration of a god-shaman figure; a ritualistic vessel of an exceptional technical craftsmanship, and a Mexican ceramic mask (Figure 1).

The user contribution in this programme comprised the development and production of the tactile materials: the Braille catalogue, and the tactile graphics, which provided supplementary information on the objects' shape and decorative details. And lastly, the collection-inspired pottery produced by visually impaired students at the Ceramic Pottery course at the Lighthouse of the Blind. All of the pottery pieces were on public display at a defined space within the exhibition gallery (Figure 2). In effect, the co-creation of the programme and its props in the same gallery space, allowed sighted people to engage with it and the works produced, making

---

5. According to the research offered by the official Greek organisations for visually impaired people.
7. The printing was made with the kind assistance of Angeliki Vaydokali, mobility instructor for the visually impaired at the Panhellenic Association for the Blind.
the interaction to work in more than one direction; that is not merely between the museum and VIP, but between visually impaired and people with sight.

2. Project plan: Actors, Tasks and Collaborations
In the three main stages of this project: the Preparation, which involves both general organisational aspects and design-related works, the Exhibition and the Post-exhibition stage, a number of actions were taken (Figure 3a). During the Preparation period, the Accessibility Programme was proposed to the exhibition curator. Upon the project’s approval by the curators and the museum’s director, the scheduling of this event followed after. Then, the following four tasks concerned the material used at the Guided Tours. These were: the selection of the artefacts; the design of the tactile graphics; the production of casts of selected original artifacts; and the production of the Braille catalogue. And lastly, the promotion in the media.

During the Exhibition period, that is, from mid June to late August 2009, the Guided Tours were organised every Thursday. Also, during this time, a Survey in the form of a Questionnaire was

---

8 Here I need to say that similar proposals were made to other museums, the Benaki museum was the only to respond positively.

9 Guided tours were offered every Thursday, which day the Museum closes at 24.00, allowing also the employed visitors to attend. Also alternative days were possible upon request.
provided and one could fill it in at the Exhibition. The Post-exhibition period included the Survey Analysis, the design of the Museum kit and Publications.

The three letters in the diagramme, U.D.S, correspond to the three main Actors involved in the given tasks/actions. 'U' corresponds to the Users, that is the visually impaired people and their associations. 'D' stands for the Designers, i.e., graphic designers and exhibition designers, etc., and 'S' refers to the several specialists that were involved or whose expertise was needed in this project.10

My work experience at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston (as an assistant involved in the organisation and implementation of the educational programmes for VIP), and also my second academic qualification, as a design historian, were helpful, since they allowed me to contribute in some of the tasks (other than design-related). For example, interpreting historical information from the catalogue and deciding on the artifacts most representative of the cultures represented in the collection. Yet, I should note that this multi-tasking activity proved problematic at times, because I was asked to undertake a task that is the field of expertise of another professional.

For the first 3 tasks of stage 1, and also in the tasks for stage 2 and 3, I worked as a leading actor for a task that is the area of expertise of another specialist. For example, due to my former experience I was thought by the User's institutions to be the best to lead the guided tours. In my opinion, a specialist guide should have undertaken this task, who would have experience in oral descriptions.

The next diagramme (Figure 3c) presents the possible collaboration types between the Actors, indicating the leading and the supporting ones. In the following figure (Figure 3c), the kind of collaboration between the Actors achieved for the Accessibility Programme, which appears as 'case study', can be seen on the top line/arrow, whereas the ideal collaboration (from my point of view based on this experience) is shown below the second line. There are several instances in which a triple collaboration between User, Designer, Specialist would be beneficial. I would like to focus only on two of the tasks that I think a triple collaboration could have offered better results. These are: the part that concerned the project proposal to the museum, and the design of the tactile graphics. I will start with the part concerning tactile graphics.

10 The Actors are symbolically colour-coded in the diagramme. The white diamond with a red outline indicates the mixing actor for a specific action, and when this is superimposed on another diamond means that the task needed a specialized actor, but was instead performed by the most suitable available.
3a. Co-designing tactile graphics

Why is tight collaboration between designer and user essential for the design of tactile graphics? It is essential because the special perceptual abilities of partially sighted and blind people pose a challenge to the designer's training and expertise, especially when it comes to rendering perspective and the three dimensions into raised images for tactile exploration.

From my experience, significant changes can be made to seemingly simple, 'unsophisticated' designs, as was for this four-legged stone vessel (Figure 4a). In its 3D form, the tal is connected to the back leg creating in this way a handle. During the first stage in the design process, the object is usually photographed from its profile so that to capture, as much as possible, the full shape and realistic, not distorted or artistic, representation of the object. In the first linear representation (prototype) (Figure 4b), the tal was connected to the line that defined the leg in this way. However, this...

---

11 The seven stages (suggestions) in the design and printing process of tactile material can be found below the main text.
detail was particularly difficult to understand, even for a highly experienced tactile reader, as was the person who tested the tactile graphics for the programme.\textsuperscript{12}

The User found the first draft tactile design rather confusing and complex, giving no hint to the tale’s function as a handle or indeed the object’s identity. Originally the User perceived the two lines that indicated the contour of the tale as part of the space of the main body of the animal. As a solution, the User suggested to add an extra line as a way to ‘close up’ the animal’s body and differentiate this from the tale (Figure 4c). Moreover, the User suggested that the added line would be better if it was made thinner (in relation to the basic line width for the outline of the body) in order to suggest its secondary role during the tactile exploration of that particular point in the graphic. Also, the User asked for the small gaps that appear between the thin extra line and the leg line so that to be able to distinguish them from the basic outline of the object. Similar adjustments were made for nearly all of the tactile graphics. The following example showcases the importance of the Specialist and the specialist knowledge in this process.

The accurate representation of a god shaman on a ceremonial cylindrical pot presents the designer with a challenge (Figure 5a). The highly complex image of the creature presented there, appears to be half bird, half snake, and decorated with a number of ‘accessories’ (mask, jewellery, knife, heads – probably skulls of the dead enemy). In the process of simplifying and prioritising the elements in the image, the designer is confronted with an important question: which of the elements to emphasise more than others (in this case the knife, the bird and the mask) (Figure 5b). In this decision making process of visual hierarchy, the historian or the curator would have guided the designer’s decision, so that the indicated elements would fit into the overall aim of the exhibition and bring forward the key points the curator would like to communicate with the museum visitors.

Moreover, despite some basic design principles on how to construct these images (i.e., line width, distance between the lines

\textsuperscript{12} Vangelis Avgoulas, blind by birth, is a young practicing lawyer, member of the Panhellenic Association for the Blind’s Youth Committee and the International Organisation VIEWS for Young Visually Impaired. He has recently been elected vice-mayor at his Municipality for his commitment to making his locality a place accessible for all people and abilities. Vangelis, now in his early 20s, became a high-sensitive tactile user through early tactile education and intense practice. By this it means that he is more sensitive in feeling finer details through his fingertips, than other people who lost their sight later in their lives, and have less experience in reading Braille, or any tactile informational material through touch.
and motives/patterns used in the graphic), information and resources on how to design effectively for this special audience are limited. Some general advice can be found in the websites of the associations and institutes for the blind. As pointed out in the Royal National Institute of Blind People website, ‘converting a visual graphic to an appropriate tactile graphic is not simply a matter of taking a visual image and making some kind of ‘tactile photocopy.” The National Centre for Tactile Diagrammes in the UK, before it merged with the RNIB, included in its website more detailed instructions. Now, the two institutions offer jointly design consultancy.

Whereas the past few years innovative research has been developed in auditory and digital technologies for blind people, as seen through numerous fascinating and cutting-edge gadgets, there seems to be little progress in research for tactile graphics design, or the integration of research into practice, or indeed the inclusion of a course in the design university curricula. Polly Edman’s textbook on tactile graphics, published in 1992, remains a key reference for contemporary research and publications, which is, however, out of print for several years now.14


14. Edman, P. Tactile Graphics (New York: AFB, 1992). One can purchase it only second hand on amazon.com. Currently, there are 3 new and 12 used copies, which cost approximately from 200 to 250 US Dollar respectively. My copy belonged (most likely) to a library, of which the librarian apparently did not find it useful of popular anymore to keep in the archive.
3b. Co-creating accessibility programmes

And lastly, the part that refers to the Project Proposal and its final evaluation. Despite that the Programme, and in particular the Guided Tours, were fairly well promoted in the press, the internet, television, and radio, and regardless of the fact that the programme received good reviews in the Survey (Figure 6) (and people asked for a similar programme to implement for the museum’s permanent collection), the significantly low participation to the guided tours raised questions in more general issues, for instance, of ‘supply’ and ‘demand’ in the provision of cultural goods to this special group, and also, it raised serious questions related to the project itself.

There are several explanations for the low attendance, for example, time clashing with the opening of the New Acropolis Museum; the temporary nature of the exhibition and its planning during the summer. I would like to highlight one fundamental cause that is internal to the project itself. It is in my belief that the programme did not meet the initial expectations from an organisational point of view (at least) due to the fact that the Users were excluded from key areas in the decision-making process, in other words in the broader context of co-creation during the very first stage (Figure 7).

---

9. How did you find the Educational Programme for visually impaired people? (Please give your comments for improvement)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very Good</th>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Non-Satisfactory</th>
<th>Why?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

9.1% Very Good
22.8% Satisfactory
37.8% Average
21.3% Non-Satisfactory
7.4% Why?

---

10. Would you like to see more programmes for visually impaired people for the Museum’s Permanent Collection? Yes/No

Yes: 18.9%
No: 73.8%
preliminary audience research was undertaken to determine whether the Pre-Columbian art collection would be of interest to this audience. The initiative to develop this project was therefore based on the assumption that Pre-Columbian art is a subject that will be attractive to this audience, which appeared to be unfamiliar with this sort of initiatives in the first place.

Reassessing this programme, it is thought that skipping this important step, or undermining this essential information (the audience preference) would doom any effort for developing a project for the up in the future to fail. Yet, does audience research is the only, or is it the most reasonable, way to proceed, especially in a country with a weak state plan for up to interact and engage with culture, and with no stable museum policy toward accessibility and special audiences (other than educational programmes for schools)? Lastly, was the Athenian context and the several User organisation networks, too large to regulate and collaborate harmoniously with?
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Stages in designing and printing tactile material

The first stage is photographing the selected objects. The object is usually shot from its profile so that to capture, as much as possible, the full shape and realistic, not distorted or artistic, representation of the object.

The second stage involves the digital rendering of the outline (in black colour) of the object. This constitutes the digital 2-d representation of the object.

In stage three, the first draft of this 2-d design (not the actual photograph of the object) is printed on a special alcohol-infused paper. Afterwards, the paper with the black outline of the object is passed through a heat injection device (Thermoform). Then, the black-printed lines, after having absorbed the heat, more than any other part of the white paper, are swollen and appear raised.

The fourth, and most crucial, stage is the testing of the draft design by, ideally, more than one partially sighted and/or blind person. The result should produce a pleasant and informative experience for the widest range of tactual capabilities possible. The following three stages of the production process include the re-designing and re-printing, and lastly, the mounting of the final tactile design on a cardboard for durability and sustainability in use and time. Stage four and five can be repeated until a satisfactory result is achieved.
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LOGICOMIX, A GRAPHIC NOVEL

Alecos Papadatos (GR)

Logicomix: An Epic Search for Truth is a graphic novel written by Apostolos Doxiadis and Christos Papadimitriou. Character design and artwork are by myself, Alecos Papadatos and color is by my wife and colleague, Annie Di Donna.

Set between the late 19th century and present-day, Logicomix is based on the story of the so-called “foundational quest” in mathematics.

Logicomix intertwines the philosophical struggles with the characters’ own personal turmoil. These are in turn played out just upstage of the momentous historical events of the era and the ideological battles which gave rise to them.

The role of narrator is given to the most eloquent and spirited of the story’s protagonists, the great logician, philosopher and pacifist Bertrand Russell. It is through his eyes that the plights of such great thinkers as Frege, Hilbert, Poincaré, Wittgenstein and Gödel come to life, and through his own passionate involvement in the quest that the various narrative strands come together.

A parallel tale, set in present-day Athens, records the creators’ disagreement on the meaning of the story, thus setting in relief the foundational quest as a quintessentially modern adventure. It is on the one hand a tragedy of the hubris of rationalism, which depends inextricably on madness, and on the other an origin myth of the computer.

The main production of Logicomix lasted four years and a half. We visited most of the places in Europe where the main protagonists of Logicomix lived and lectured. During this trip me and Annie draw,
took photos, met people, gathered information. We read biographies as well as the history of the ideas presented in the book. We then got back to the studio to take decisions on the graphic design of the book and start the character design.

Although the story had been developed and written way before this trip, the full script with the dialogues and the relevant descriptions was written one chapter ahead of the final page illustrations, so almost in parallel. The aim was to assure a really smooth reading and to check that the written text and the graphic rendition matched perfectly into one, smooth narrative flow.

Comics, or else “sequential art” are often thought of as a simple medium that can only convey elementary messages to the reader. Comics were for such a long time considered a form best suited to depicting action rather than thought. They are popular among young children and have been extensively used for propaganda and mass persuasion, for example during WW2 and the the Cold War.

In the eighties, the new format of the graphic novel was born and it brought to life new possibilities for telling stories with comics. While keeping their skill at simple storytelling, comics begun to take on more ambitious stories.

The comic book language combines drawn picture and text. While escaping description, the illustrated sequential storytelling of the graphic novel is powerful in presenting sophisticated ideas. In Logicomix for example, in a four-page sequence, we go from Russell’s lecture (which, at the moment, is autobiographical, focusing on
his relationship with his student, Wittgenstein, rendered in sepia tones) to the studio (in full color) where the authors are working and discussing this aspect of Russell’s life, back to the Russell lecture/autobiography, then again to the authors’ full-color studio. Then, again in sepia, Russell resumes his lecture, which includes allusion to Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde to explicate Russell’s pondering.

This example shows only a few of the storytelling possibilities of the graphic novel.
Wittgenstein got his wish.

He was assigned to a front-bound artillery regiment.

At last he could enjoy the luxuries of trench life.

Relish in the comfort of sleeping in mud.

No task was too demeaning...

None too harsh for him...

Too amusing...

...Or too dangerous.

ANY VOLUNTEERS?

=OH ABOUT YOU?

OF COURSE, STAFF SERGEANT!

Ah, the superior masochism of the privileged.
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GRAPHIC DESIGN AND RESEARCH: LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT OR AN ARRANGED MARRIAGE?

Karel van der Waarde (NL)

Introduction: thanks and outline
This is a lightly edited version of the speaking text of a presentation that I gave on Friday 13th, 2012 in Katowice, Poland. The conference was called: ‘Research in graphic design: Graphic design in research’.

First I like to thank Jacek Mrowczyk and especially Ewa Satelecka for inviting me to come over to Katowice and provide me with this opportunity to give a presentation. It’s a pleasure to be back in Katowice. It is an exceptional conference in an exceptional venue.

I would like to talk about four fairly fundamental questions.
– First, I’ll start by giving a description what graphic designers do.
– In the second part, I’ll look at different types of research.
– Thirdly, I combine these and indicate how graphic design and research are related.
– And in the end, I’ll tell you if they get eachother and live happily ever after.

Part 1: Describing graphic design practice
About 5 years ago, I started to investigate professional practice. My university is based in Breda, which is a small city in the Netherlands. I went into the city of Breda and tried to get into contact with the graphic designers who work there. Initially, I just made a list of the companies based on websites, phone directories, yellow pages and so on. Very quickly, we found around a hundred design studios.

We have continued searching since and now have a list of about 170 graphic design companies in Breda. On average, there are about 3 designers in a design studio. And we found about 200 graphic
designers working for advertising agencies, printers, communication advise bureaus and larger companies. So, at the moment, there are about 1700 graphic designers in this city of 140,000 people. It is therefore likely that 1 in 100 citizens earns a living as a graphic designer. That is a lot more than we ever anticipated.

But so what? Are all these companies really doing proper design work? Or are they just young university dropouts working in bedrooms with some illegal software? So, we interviewed graphic design companies about their work. We also interviewed information designers, advertising designers, and webdesigners.

Basically, we asked them four questions:
1. What are you doing?
2. Why are you doing this?
3. How are you doing it?
4. How do you know if it is any good?

And what seems to be the case? Is there a general thing that all these very different projects and all these companies have in common? Fortunately, I can say yes. Two patterns are emerging from these interviews.

Part 2: Two patterns

The first pattern is related to the work that graphic designers do:

They develop the shape of visual information. In a somewhat clumsy description we call this: ‘they consider the visual configuration’.

The second pattern is related to the decisions that make visual configuration possible. The actual designing is only a part of the activities of graphic designers. There are a number of things that graphic designers need to do in order to consider visual configurations.

First, I'll show you some more details about these two patterns and after that, I'll apply these patterns to research.

Pattern 1: Concept development: making ideas visual

All visual designers that we’ve interviewed work with visual elements. Designers tell us that they work with text, images, schematic elements and inseparable combinations.

For this audience it is of course not necessary, and it might even be an insult, to try to explain what visual elements are. But I also give presentations to lawyers, pharmacists and medical regulators. These people who have little idea that there are different typefaces and how you can modify a photograph.

All designers that we interviewed recognized these types of elements and indicated that they consider these on a daily basis.
Some designers added that these visual elements can also be animated and can be accompanied by sound.

But considering these visual elements can go on forever. But what would be the purpose of these visual changes? Why does a designer select a particular visual configuration? This question leads to a second group of activities of graphic designers.

The second activity is to consider the aims of visual elements, and decide on a ‘visual strategy’ to achieve those aims. Graphic designers always search for a balance of three aims:
- the visual identity (where does the information come from?),
- visual representation (what is the contents), and
- the visual orientation (where should people start reading, what is the most important).

The designers we interviewed use different words to describe the strategy. However, the answers they provide for a specific design always relate to these three aims.

But considering a visual strategy does still not describe all activities of graphic designers. When they sit behind their very large computer screens, graphic designers can think that these visual aims have been achieved, and that they are correctly balanced. However, they are not the ones who are ultimately deciding. There is a third activity that designers consider.

An that is the relation between commissioners and beholders. I still have not found a word in the English language that really encompasses ‘people who interpret visual information’. I’ve tried ‘Users’, but that seems to have connotations of drug abuse. Alternatives like people, readers, viewers, citizens, audience are all too wide or not really appropriate. So I stick to clumsy word ‘Beholder’ until I find something better.

Graphic designers always work for commissioners. The role of a designer is to clarify the relation between the commissioner and the beholder. Designers anticipate what beholders want to know, and anticipate what commissioners want to say. Visual design shows this particular ‘visual dialogue’. Visual design makes the relation between commissioner and beholder visible. So, now we have all three activities of graphic design.
Concept development: Graphic designers develop visual concepts through a simultaneous consideration of visual elements, visual strategy, and visual dialogue. This process aims to combine these three forms of visual argument into a single, all-encompassing ‘idea’ or ‘concept’.

This is what the complete diagram looks like. Visual designers consider three relations at the same time. They consider the visual elements, the visual strategy and the visual dialogue.

During the interviews and observations, it became clear that all these relations are considered simultaneously. Designers switch very quickly from elements to strategy to dialogue and back.

But if all is well, this is not really new for you. This is what all graphic designers do on a day to day basis. This is what we try to sell to our commissioners. This is what makes graphic designers unique: graphic designers are able to consider visual dialogues, visual strategies and visual elements.

However, this diagram shows where most graphic designers stop talking about their work. This is the most interesting part. Until we started asking during the interviews if they really spend all their time on these activities.
Then it came out that this diagram only shows a part of the story. It only shows a first pattern. There is a second pattern that seems to be applicable to most graphic designers too.

**Pattern b. Nine reflections.**

The starting point of the second pattern is the previous diagram. This is the specialism of graphic designers. They consider the visual configuration of information. But, that is not the only activity they undertake.

A second activity is the organization of projects. Visual designers plan and manage projects. They balance the necessary time, the skills and knowledge requirements, and the associated costs.

This is not a ‘one-off’ activity. This needs to be done before a project starts, during a project, and afterwards. And if there are several projects at the same time, this organizational activity can become rather complex.

The third activity that graphic designers must do is to persuade commissioners that a design has certain benefits. The arguments that are developed during the designing need to be presented.

Furthermore, designers need to be able to write these arguments down in reports and tell about them in verbal presentations. The arguments need to be structured to make sure that people can understand why a design looks like it does. But even a very convincing presentation can not provide all the arguments.

In some situations, it becomes necessary to undertake another activity. Some designs need to be tested and evaluated. This evaluation can consist of a very informal question to a few colleagues. ‘What do you think of this?’ It can also be an elaborate usability test with potential users in an experimental setting. Testing and evaluation is a fourth activity that is considered by designers.

The fifth one are the modifications of a design after it has been approved. Both a commissioner and the results of tests usually suggests some changes to a design. Furthermore, a design needs to be produced and the production environment always has some specific requirements that will affect a design.

All these activities fall under the emnrella of ‘realization’. They are all necessary to bring a well thought out visual configuration to the actual beholders.

The sixth reflection is probably the most problematic. A graphic designer needs to consider the situation in which he or she works. This has to do with factors like social, financial, historical, and linguistic issues.

An example of a situation is ‘the healthcare system in Poland’, or ‘the election system in the Netherlands’ or ‘public transport in Venice’.
Before you can do any design work, you need to have a feeling for these situations. You need to speak the language, recognize the status of people, know a bit about the history, and know about the standard ways of doing things in a particular context.

The seventh reflection is related to a specific problem. It is rarely possible to change complete situations. That would be too upsetting and the results of a complete revolution are usually unknown.

Designers therefore only look at a particular problem within a situation. They select the boundaries of a problem, usually in a discussion with a commissioner. So, a problem could be considered within the Polish Health system, or within the election system in the Netherlands or within the public transport in Venice.

And in order to approach a problem within a particular situation, it is necessary to consider a perspective or an approach. What would be the most suitable approach to tackle a problem within a specific situation? Should the strategy be based on technology? (How can I use digital devices?), economic (are there cheaper ways to do this?), ecological (the most sustainable way), esthetic (what would be the most attractive result?) and so on.

The situation, problem and strategy form together the approach of every project. Every design project needs to consider these because they have an influence on the visual design.

And the last reflection is slightly outside the range that I’ve shown until now, but nearly all designers indicated that this was an issue that they think about during every project as well. This last reflection considers if a project suits the personal development. For example, if someone asks to design a package for cigarettes, or packaging for medicines? Or work for the army? Or for a department that only aims to cut costs in education? These projects might be profitable, but would you like to be related to it? Would your company like to show such a project on your website? On the other hand, some projects are so valuable that you want to do them, even if they don’t pay at all. Every project has some influence on the position of a visual designer, and this position is carefully considered by nearly all graphic designers.

So, finally, these are the nine reflections that visual designers talk about when you ask what they do in practice.

Again, this should not be very shocking. This is what we do.

And this is how these nine reflections relate to each other. It is a “web of actions.” Every action has an influence on all the other ones. And this is what graphic designers seem to be doing all the time. They switch very quickly from one reflection to the next. There is no set path through this web. The next move depends on the results of the previous one. There is no “right” or “wrong” the
2. The "web of reflections" shows the activities of graphic designers that are necessary to make the development of visual concepts possible.

decisions are based on experience and knowledge. You don’t finish one reflection and move to the next. Designers switch very fast between them, so a complete process can be done in a few minutes, or an hour, or weeks.

This is not my personal view, but it is based on a substantial number of interviews with graphic designers.

The diagram shows that a design process is not linear. Each of the reflections could be used as a starting point. And probably, if you look at your own practice, you can find projects that started by considering different reflections. These diagrams also indicate
what professionals do better than amateurs; they can simply oversee an issue faster because they can relate the reflections quicker. Furthermore, they are likely to be more experienced in all reflections. This is the service that professional graphic designers offer.

At the moment, this seems like an accurate description of graphic design practice at the moment. Now we move to the second part.

Part 3: Three types of research
In this second part, I would like to show you a few different types of research. I've just shown what graphic designers do, now its time to look at the researchers.

I would suggest that there are three different types of research.

There is practical research; that is research related to a single project. Its aim is to support decisions that are related to one specific design.

There is practice based research; that is research related to a class of projects. Its aim is to find patterns and determine the value of these patterns.

And there is academic research. This aim of this type of research is to produce new knowledge.

This is very similar to the distinction in research that is common in the medical world; you have clinical research that is related to one single patient. Applied research that investigates a group of patients or a class of problems, and there is fundamental research that looks at the ground rules. I'll show one example of each in Graphic design practice.

The first type of research is the practical research. You need to find information that you did not have before and relate that to your particular project. For example, if you have to design a new logo for a bank or a police force, it is worth checking the logo's that are in use at the moment.

For every project, you need to do practical research. You've got to find out about the situation, the problem and the approach. You got to find out about your commissioner and the beholders. The results will add to your experience, but are not useful for other designers. The scope is limited to a single project.

The second type of research is practice based research. This research tries to find patterns in professional practice and tries to determine if these patterns are effective and could be labelled as 'best practice'. These are the rules of a profession. The aim of this type of research is not to design, but to find and describe developments that occur in practice. Collections of different types of graphic design, for example posters, stamps, logos, packaging form the basis of practice based research. The results of practice
based research can for example be found in the introductions of catalogues and exhibitions. These texts describe a ‘group of projects’ and provide a contextual frame. Another example is the analysis of a collection of similar projects to find out how other graphic designers have approached a similar problem. Basically, practice-based research show how groups of graphic designers work. Based on this research, it is possible to predict current best practice and future behaviour.

The third type of research is academic research. The aim is not to design something, but to develop new knowledge. To find things that we did not know. Examples are studies into the ways in which people read, understand, interpret and compare visual information.

So, based on this division of research, I would suggest that all three types are essential in all these areas of graphic design.

Practical research is done in all the areas all the time. However, we don’t know how well this is done: there are hardly any accepted methods or quality criteria. We simply don’t know how good this practical research is. That is a bit worrying.

What is lacking at the moment is the practice-based research and academic research in these areas. In these diagrams, we know most about the visual elements: that is where most research has been done.

But we really desperately need research into visual strategies and into visual dialogues. We know very little about graphic design commissioners. We don’t have practical classification systems to distinguish between different types of commissioners. We also know very little about the ways in which beholders look at our work and how this could be used to modify the design.

We also need practice-based and academic research in nearly all the reflections. For example, it would be good to find out how the best graphic designers present their work to the largest commissioners. That would be practice-based research. And it would be very nice to have some decent academic research in these areas as well. We need for example comparisons of the evaluation methods, and validations of our problem descriptions. None of that is available yet.

So, all these areas provide very substantial opportunities for all three types of research.

Part 4: Graphic design and research?
Which brings me to the fourth part of this talk. Why do graphic designers need to do research or at least be familiar with the three types of research that I’ve shown?

Graphic design practice is doing very well at the moment. It is fairly easy to make a decent income in this profession. Why do we need to bother with research? Is it worth the effort, or should we just ignore it and hope it goes away? I think that it comes down to a very
Parking instructions in Zon in Stockholm (Sweden) and Florianópolis (Brazil). A car driver needs to know if it is allowed to park, but the graphic design of these signs do not really provide this information.

A fundamental issue. How strong can you make your arguments for change?

If you want to convince someone that your views are worth listening to, you need arguments.

You can base these arguments on your personal opinion and your personal experience. In most graphic design projects, this is probably enough. However, if a commissioner starts asking, ‘are you really sure about this?’ you need to use different types of arguments.

These different arguments can be provided by the results of practice-based research. Best practice and common verified knowledge can be used to support your views. Arguments are a lot more convincing if you can show that a design has worked well in other situations, and that it has been verified.

And if a commissioner keeps asking to provide proof, you need to supply information that is based on fundamental verified knowledge. That is when you need to use appropriate research methods, based on long term research outcomes.
All three types of arguments, opinion-best practice-fundamental, are required. However, not for all projects. For most of the projects that graphic designers currently do, an opinion is enough.

But I'll show you now three situations that need some stronger arguments.

The left-handside photograph in figure 3 was taken in Stockholm, the other photograph in figure 4 was taken in Florianopolis in Brazil. Once you have passed your driving test, you should be able to decipher these visual concoctions. There is nowhere in the world that has dealt with this situation successfully.

But it is clearly a graphic designer's job to make this information clear and understandable. The question is fairly simple: can I park here? If you want to tackle this situation, you need all three types of arguments. And therefore, you need all three types of research to show that these signs are not really satisfactory. It needs your opinion, it needs best practice, and it needs fundamental verified knowledge to convince people that this design is not appropriate. The same three types of arguments are necessary to develop alternative graphic designs.

A second example in a completely different area. Ballot forms for an election. This is an example of a Dutch election form. You should just cross the box in front of a name to elect a person. Simple isn't it?

There are 17 parties. These are placed horizontally. Each party has a number of candidates. These are placed vertically. Even if you know about the Dutch electoral system, this is very confusing. This is a visual design problem. It needs all three types of research to provide the arguments that this is a real problem. Practical research could show the alternatives, practice based research could select best practice amongst these alternatives, and academic research could point to the fundamental problems with this form. This would be the basis for a new design.

Ok, a third example. Financial information. Here you see in figure 6 the Belgian tax form. It looks more like a conceptual piece of art, but millions of Belgians struggle every year to fill in the codes. It's completely incomprehensible without professional guidance. Figure 7 shows a statement of a credit card. It shows the payments that are made over a period of a month, and tells you all sorts of things about the necessity to pay and the interests that you have to pay extra if you don't pay on time. Again, this information is completely visual. And again, it is completely useless. However, to show that these documents are inappropriate from a visual point of view, you need very strong arguments to convince the Belgian government or this South American Bank to change these them. At the moment, we do not have these arguments. We simply have not done the research yet.
5. A Dutch ballot form for the European elections in 2009. The size makes it difficult to fill in, but also makes it very hard to visually locate the vote when these ballot papers need to be counted.

And it is not only parking information or transport, or the election, or finance. There are several other areas in which graphic design and research are inseparable. There is very little legal information that has been designed well. Teaching materials, healthcare information, nutritional information and most scientific information desperately needs graphic design help. Within all these areas, all three types of research are absolutely essential to provide the arguments to prove that it is essential to change the current situation. This brings me to the conclusions of this presentation.

Part 5: Some conclusions
Is it a sustainable relation? Is there any future in bringing graphic design and research closer together? Will there be a happy end?

It is clear that not all graphic design projects need all three types of research. Most projects can get by with some practical research only. Whatever is practically possible within the available time and budgets.
6. A Belgian Tax Form for income tax, and a South American credit card statement. These individualized documents are very hard to interpret.

However, there is a substantial risk involved here. Practical research can only provide one type of argument, and it is likely that there are people who can provide this type of argument quicker and cheaper. And what is worse, graphic designers cannot guarantee the quality of their practical research.

We need to do research in all areas of these diagrams. We need to investigate visual elements. We also need to investigate visual strategies and in visual dialogues. We also need to investigate the different reflections.

As Jorge Frascara said in an earlier presentation ‘research is not a luxury, it is a necessity’.

So, back to the main question. What is the relation between graphic design and research? Do they really get each other in the end and form a happy couple ever after? And the standard answer of the design consultant applies here too: ‘it depends’.

It seems that graphic design and research have already found each other, but only in the area of practical research. Most projects
require some form of practical research, but we don't know yet if this is the most suitable and effective form. It's still in the butterfly stage – no firm commitment yet, but still a lot to discover in each other.

However, if we talk about practice based research, then the relation between graphic design and research can be seen as an arranged marriage. This relation is essential, especially in graphic design education, but in practice it is really forced marriage. It might still work, it is essential, but both parties are not really interested at the initial stages. It's hard work but like all arranged marriages, the success rate is fairly high.

For academic research, there is still hardly any relation at all. The partners have heard from each other. And both dream how wonderful a shared future could be. There are only a few dozen couples on this planet where a relation to academic research and design has been established.

It is clear that our societies need graphic designers to survive, just like humans need relations to survive. If we don't relate research and graphic design, it is likely that people can't park, can't vote, can't pay taxes, can't pay invoices and can't take medicines.

As graphic designers, we simply need stronger arguments to convince people that a lot of visual information needs to change. That is a substantial responsibility of graphic designers. And we have to develop these arguments ourselves. Nobody is going to do the research for us.

Thank you.
Karel van der Waarde (NL)
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A VISUAL INVESTIGATION OF CONTEMPORARY CULTURAL IDENTITY

Richard B. Doubleday (USA)


The talk explored graphic design communication and education and its relationship to different cultures by comparing and contrasting their visual language through five linked projects.

The lecture drew upon my initial study, German and Japanese symbol systems: A Cultural Study. By contrasting two countries, Germany and Japan, I developed two sets of symbols, given each country's culture, tradition, history and visual language. These symbol systems explore influences of these cultures upon semiotics, particularly those within transportation environments as a functional application of graphic design. Universal symbol systems have been designed to serve people from all cultural backgrounds. However, this study was developed in the belief that public reaction to symbols may be related to culture, gender, linguistic and visual language, age and literacy.

I also discussed the second related study, A Concept Book: The British Experience, by showing students London concept book solutions from my annual summer course, Graphic Design in Britain. This course provides a thorough grounding of perceptual
German and Japanese symbol system

and problem solving skills to graphic design, with emphasis on the selection and communication of appropriate pictorial images, symbols, and typography. The study of methods and procedures used in the practice of graphic design are taught in relation to the culture of England and the cultural diversity of London.

I then showed student design solutions from my China workshops entitled, *Boston, United States of America and Nanjing, China: A Cultural Concept Book and Information Diagram Study*. The objective of the first workshop was to compare and contrast Boston and Nanjing by taking a closer look at how living in or visiting a city influences our way of thinking, our perceptions, and our way of looking as graphic designers. What do Boston and Nanjing offer us to visually articulate these cities considering their multifaceted characteristics? Furthermore, what are the similarities and differences between the culture of Boston and Nanjing? For the second workshop students could choose a theme for a personal timeline or develop an information graphic illustrating major cultural and art events across one decade. The purpose of this project is to exercise skills in hierarchy and visual logic and to design with clarity and legibility. The objective was combining multiple analyzed layers of data into an organized visual representation, enabling the viewer efficient navigation and use of information.

I then explained the fourth study entitled, *Typographic Narratives: Commentary on Violence in Contemporary Culture*. Students chose one word or phrase around the concept of violence and animated the word according to their interpretation of its meaning. Found in every level of society and contemporary culture, violence is one of the world’s most complex problems. As the tenth anniversary of 9/11 just past and we are bornhardened daily with news of foreign wars, political uprisings, gang warfare and domestic disputes, we feel compelled to wrestle with its root causes. The Boston University College of Fine Arts has presented a range of works that comment on its many different aspects. No piece of art, no matter how forceful, reflective or coherent, can offer answers – it can only provoke discussion by
presenting one perspective on a multifaceted issue. The goal was to create a dialogue that explores solutions to this societal issue.

In conclusion, I showed student motion graphic explorations based on the melodrama Piersot Lunaire, Op. 21. I have co-taught with a Boston University School of Music faculty member, an initiative to partner musicians and visual artists to develop creative works based on the melodrama Piersot Lunaire, Op. 21. A setting of twenty-one selected poems from Otto Erich Hartmann’s German translation of Albert Giraud’s cycle of French poems of the same name. This collaboration between the School of Visual Arts and the School of Music is based on Boston University keyword initiative theme: violence. Students developed graphic representations of Arnold Schoenberg’s melodrama Piersot Lunaire, Op. 21 in the form of multimedia projected during a chamber ensemble performance.
China workshops
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DESIGN EDUCATION, INTERDISCIPLINARY WORK AND INNOVATION FOR SOCIAL NEEDS

Jorge Meza Aguilar (MX)

Abstract
Problems are everyday more complex and require a real collaborative work to get solved. The Design Department at Universidad Iberoamericana has been encouraging out of the box thinking providing new learning models for innovation processes. During a one-semester interdisciplinary course, our students from Graphic, Industrial, Textile and Interactive Design work on new business, product or service ideas, through user centered research, design thinking and conceptual prototyping, around different local problems for which they develop different systematic, holistic and strategic design solutions. These ‘diploma’ projects had been very successful addressing complex needs of Mexican users that come from diverse economic, social and cultural backgrounds.

Keywords: Interdisciplinary Work, Design Strategy, Innovation, Product and Service Development, Education, Social Responsibility, Design Management and Linkage Projects.

Design Education at Universidad Iberoamericana.
Universidad Iberoamericana is a private, nonprofit institution, open to all faiths and nationalities. Its primary purpose is to form integrated, rather than solely informed, human beings through intellectual growth and self-realization. This implies creativity, the capacity to think critically, and the freedom to assert and establish one’s own goals.

Universidad Iberoamericana is inspired by Christian values, and seeks to integrate them with the philosophic and scientific advances
through an attitude of permanent intellectual uprightness and the search for Truth. It emphasizes the promotion of the interdisciplinary dialogue as a tool for a higher academic quality.

The first program of Industrial Design in Mexico and Latin America started at the Universidad Iberoamericana 55 years ago (in 1955). The Design Department was officially created in 1963 and since then it has grown to become one of the most dynamic departments in the University. In this Design Department, we believe that design is an important factor of social development and should become an integral part of the multicultural and multiethnic Mexico.

Design's Mission Statement:
The Design Department is committed to promote and collaborate with the development and education of its members (students, faculty and alumni), in order for them to be able to serve Mexico through the planning and implementation of design strategies that will impact the formation of the material culture.

Design Department's Goals:
- To provide an interdisciplinary and qualified design education to our students that will develop their abilities to think critically, solve design problems effectively and work actively in the sustainable development of the country.
- To broaden perspectives in order to visualize alternative types of work that will allow our students, faculty and alumni, to participate in the construction of a fairer Mexico.
- To confront the pressing problems of our country in an appropriate manner by using alternative methodologies and by trying to obtain an overall view of the social impact of the professional design activity.

What distinguishes our Design Department is a successful relationship between design theory (critical analysis), practice (synthesis), management (implementation) and innovation (user's research) that is carried out each semester at the design core courses.

The areas of expertise of our Design's faculty form the foundation of very strong undergraduate and graduate programs. Each of those programs has a perfectly balanced staff (part-time and full-time professors) of highly qualified designers, all of whom come from diverse university and professional experience backgrounds, representing ideas from various regions of Mexico, Latin American and the world. The professors differ in cultural background, design education and professional practice experience and are practicing artists, designers, engineers, illustrators, photographers, historians, managers, entrepreneurs, researchers and educators as well as
specialists in various fields of art, technology, business, anthropology and design.

**Competitiveness, Innovation and Design**

A viable alternative for Mexican organizations is to incorporate design strategies and innovation processes to generate desirable products and services, finding a way to improve and sustain their competitiveness, generating jobs and contributing to the regeneration and growth of local economies.

Unfortunately many Mexican companies still support their competitiveness in strategies centered on low cost of operation and production. Dr. Luis Arnal, alumni of our Design Department and PhD graduated from IIT, explains that: “innovation is currently a priority subject: almost all businesses compete in the international scene based on their own capacities to innovate. This does not mean to be the “most creative” company, but to offer new goods, introducing adequate strategies of differentiation, that represent clear benefits to the potential consumers”.

Organizations are the primary agent for innovation, unfortunately only a few of them have the right structure or conditions to successfully implement it. Innovation is one of the most undertaken themes in the contemporary design and management literature. Several authors (like Tim Brown, Roger Martin or Roberto Verganti) have approximated the phenomenon of business innovation, considering it as a transcendental aspect of the economic development process, generating added value for goods and services.

Product and service design represent a viable way in which small and medium companies can innovate and compete in the local scene. Mexican businessmen can develop, through user-centered research, new bases to generate value, redefining traditional management strategies.

Focused on discovering the particular needs and desires of costumers and the possibilities of production and commercialization of organizations, designers can define, prospect and develop better products and services.

Design is an intellectual activity concerned not only with the formal definition of objects, clothing, spaces or messages, but also

---

with the user’s research, concept’s ideation, organizational structure, management processes and generation of strategic solutions.

Any design process implies iterative phases of investigation, user’s observation and analysis, formal synthesis, visualization (scenarios), prototyping, and prior evaluation (user’s feedback) to the production and final implementation of a design’s solution.

Ron Sanchez, professor of management at the Copenhagen Business School, affirms that: “designers can move beyond marketing surveys to garner special insights on consumer needs and preferences. They can then translate these insights into concepts for goods and services that result in valued experiences— including the appropriate “image” for a product, as well as the highest-value personal interactions with customers”.

Design Linkage Projects

Our Design School has been questioning the capacity and potential of the macroeconomic models, in which we have been living in Mexico for the last two decades. We assume that it is necessary to look for a different kind of interdisciplinary knowledge that will provide a reorganization of design educational structures and teaching strategies in order to alleviate the social problems of Latin America.

At our Design Department, we know that if we want to educate committed professional designers that will be able to prospect strategic solutions for Mexico’s urgent problems, we should give our students the opportunity to work in an interdisciplinary way and help them locate and understand themselves in the reality of a country of enormous complexity, immerse in a society of great economic contrasts and part of a globalizing world.

During the last years we have developed an educational path that joins the professional education (in classrooms) with the society through a series of educative experiences called linkage projects which give graduate and undergraduate design students the opportunity to interact with different users and environments through the resolution of real specific problems, providing them with a clearer conscience of the national complexity.

The work with real problems allows our design community to achieve newer and pertinent levels of analysis, giving them a more consistent conception of the culture and the relationships in the social world as well as the appropriate use and adoption of design and innovation.

---

Every year we collaborate with enterprises and non-governmental organizations, developing more than 40 linkage projects. These interdisciplinary works have allowed our students to acquire a series of experiences that have broadened their vision of the critical situation of Mexico and the world and, through those projects, the students have displayed a self-developed learning process that differs from the one generated in classrooms, which is clearly related to a more global and less fragmentary vision of our society’s complex problems. The linkage projects facilitate the synthesis of theoretical and practical concepts and require a deep user’s research as well.

Today the “linkage projects” support the formal education of our undergraduate design students and constitute a fundamental bridge to the implementation of functional schemes or strategically programs in developing communities and small and medium enterprises.

The “linkage projects” have shown and demonstrated the need to incorporate interdisciplinary practices, dialogue and reflection in design action, and the conjunction of theoretical, technological and practical concepts in the design processes.

Integral Design Course

Since 2007 all “diploma projects” are structured in a one-semester integral course where students from Graphic, Textile, Industrial and Interactive Design work together in innovative business ideas, concept prototypes, visual and product designs around different local problems and after that they develop different proposals.

Course objectives:

- Develop innovative design proposals incorporating user’s perspectives and needs, the organization, the environment and the society.
Design of strategies, services and products, assuming all responsibilities from its development and initial conception to its implementation.
- Analyze different Mexican issues (problems) with a holistic vision.
- Justify the application of ethical principles in design strategy.
- Development of a project considering its strategy, management, budget and presentation to organizations.

Topics:
- Responsible design.
- Design faced with latent issues in Mexico (health, education and labor, environment, friendly design, universal design, social design).
- Design faced with the problems of social integration and globalization.
- Ethics, innovation and design.
- Design as a culture-contributing factor

Two professors, from different disciplines and backgrounds, guide the process focusing on:
- Developing projects that address relevant needs & desires of Mexican users, ideally coming from diverse economic, professional and cultural backgrounds.
- Generating design proposals that take stand and are clear on what the user's scenario is addressing and what it is not.
- Validating design's strategies with actual user's feedback.
- Students, working in interdisciplinary teams, must:
  - Have a high ability to analyze, with an innovative and interdisciplinary perspective, the problems related to the development of products, visual communication and services.
  - Be able to apply qualitative research methods centered on the user.
  - Have the capacity to understand and evaluate, from the perspective of strategic thinking, the impact of their proposals and projects, on enterprises and communities.
  - Be able to propose and develop strategies aimed at the development of organizations, based on design thinking, design management, co-creation, collaborative work and user centered design.

This course seeks to explore transversal design and innovation practices by way of cross-cultural and interdisciplinary models. The work with real problems allows them to achieve better and pertinent analysis levels, giving them a more consistent conception of the culture and the relations in the social world as well as the appropriate use and adoption of Design in enterprises.
The organization of problem-solving activities is developed in interdisciplinary teams (of 3 or 4 members) and is based in three main phases, which goal is to structure the design processes for planning, conducting and analyze the project.

**Phase 1 – Understanding and discovering**

Activities:
- Finding a design problem
- First period of field research (close observation of people needs and desires)
- Identification of social needs and possible design problems
- Generation of primary knowledge
- Early understanding of what is needed and why is relevant
- Nonjudgmental generation of first hypothesis and ideas
- Brief analysis of the more promising solutions
- Feedback from users, professors and classmates

**Phase 2 – Structure of design problem**

Steps:
1. Deep ethnographic field research and other investigation sources that are needed to analyze and understand the problems detected in the previous phase.
2. Insights and findings
3. Problem’s descriptions (brief explanations)
4. Delimitation of context and users (contextual and participatory observation)
5. Definition of design goals
6. Definition of possible Scenarios
7. Synthesis of knowledge (construction of models)
8. Ideation
9. Configuration of firsts design solutions

**Phase 3 – Definition and implementation of possible strategic solutions**

Steps:
- Description of the final design problem
- Definition of design’s strategic parameters (from perceptual to cognitive)
- Analysis of users and context (data collection, interviews)
- Possible fields for the design’s proposal
- Design strategy (plan and actions)
- The implementation, utility, experience and interaction of the design solution.
- Users and topologies (cultural, physical, etc.)
h. Main social, economic and cultural relations addressed
i. Feedback (receive input from users on the impact of their actions on the system)
j. Final presentation to enterprises, NGOs or communities
k. Evaluation and implementation

During the whole design process, the students consider three key elements, related to problem solving and innovation, these are:

- Empathy – Continuous users’ research and contextual analysis in order to learn about the possible product or service solutions, from insights and findings; understanding needs and real design problems.

- Interaction – Design transition to physical, emotional and cognitive media, needed for innovative products or services that will interact in new contexts.

- Sensation – Excitement based on emotional factors that will create positive feedback and maintain engagement with the design solution and acceptance of the service or product.

Once the scenarios and possible design solutions are defined, each team builds a prototype (considering the interaction and the user experience) to test it. Students mock up whatever the user would experience, see and do, thinking through different interfaces, the context of the user and results desired. The goal of rapid prototyping is to create a vehicle which best communicates the tangible experience of the design solution to the users and gain feedback and possible validation.

Successful Projects
Applied research, user-centered innovation and design strategy, are key factors in social development. The linkage projects constitute a new platform of knowledge, discussion and information for students, professors, researchers, designers, managers, businessmen, entrepreneurs, producers and retailers.
Foodmates

**Problem:** Food disorders have become more common and the lack of education about this issue has caused younger generations to be affected as well. The project’s aim was to educate obese children about healthy food habits.

**Solution:** Foodmates is a system that combines reflection, fun and exercise, providing the necessary information in order to create better diet habits between children and their parents. To accomplish the goal, the system features three basic elements: an interactive toy, a video game, and a parental application. With Foodmates, children learn how to balance exercise with what they eat.
Kueponi

**Problem:** Teens who are not able to attend school need a chance to improve their knowledge and skills without relying on government run school, which simply cannot scale to the population growth of México; this leaves many without education.

**Solution:** Kueponi (to grow in nahuatl) is a system that creates and facilitates partnership between universities and companies that provide teens with an opportunity to obtain competitive and technical skills instead of school education.
Capeltic

Problem: Tzeltal indigenous communities from Chiapas live in poverty with extremely limited access to health care, education and public services. Farmers are in transition from traditional production to ‘organic certification’, learning better practices for the cultivation of quality coffee.

Solution: Bats’il Maya is an enterprise that organizes indigenous coffee producers so they are not subject to pricing abuse. Capeltic. Our coffee is a brand strategy developed for the Ts’urnbal Xitalhá coffee-producing cooperative. Each cup of this excellent organic coffee links producers and consumers in a moral economy, which promotes social solidarity, fair trade and environmental sustainability (website: http://capeltic.org/)

Social Impact: Design and engineering students started volunteering to work alongside indigenous communities in the northern jungle of Chiapas, Mexico some years ago. They have participated in the founding of the organization, and how the co-op works, as well as in the process for organic and fair trade certification. Actually they are working in the establishment of more coffee stores in Mexico, and goals for expansion.
1050° Ceramics Collective

Problem: Globalisation has gradually meant the disappearance of traditional and artisanal trades. The conservation, valorisation, and transmission of these techniques—in order to keep them alive—acquires a particular urgency. 12% of Oaxaca’s population depends on traditional ceramics as their source of main income. Most of the producers face an unsustainable situation with pressing economic problems. The Mexican market, saturated with cheap plastic products, has decreased the demand of traditional ceramic products.

Solution: 1050° Ceramics Collective is a sustainable-design project focused on rescuing pottery traditions. Through collaborative design strategies they have developed new products for new markets, adding value to ceramics.

Social Impact: Prof. Kythnia Barrera and some students and alumni have joined forces with pottery artisans from San Bartolo Coyotepec, Sta. María Atzompa and San Marcos Tlapazola, in Oaxaca, to develop innovative objects, recuperating the region’s traditional techniques [http://innovando-latradicion.blogspot.com/2009/10/colectivo-de-ceramica.html].
Brain

Problem: Natural disasters are becoming part of our everyday life. Children, all over the world, are forced to stop classes because of these natural disasters and schooling is continuously interrupted. The progress that kids should achieve gets diminished and hindered, so learning becomes a challenge.

Solution: Brain is an end-to-end organization that, through technology, will bring knowledge to children from 6 to 12 years old in shelters, which have interrupted their education due to natural disasters. Brain’s objective is to help the cognitive and intellectual development of children during a hard time situation, as well as to reduce the post-traumatic shock of the tragedy.

Social Impact: Brain fulfills UNICEF’s core commitments for children in emergencies:
- Establishing a safe environment for learning, recreation and psychosocial support.
- Initiating basic education services, in collaboration with communities.
- Providing education kits and basic learning materials for elementary school children.

With Brain, thousands of Mexican children will be able to continue learning and developing their intellectual skills, this is a solution expandable to children in hospitals, nurseries or other scenarios.

http://www.brainproject.mx/
Portavox

Problem: Seven out of ten Mexican citizens are victims of crime everyday, but only one of them reports it. 40% of the people who don't report a crime think there's no use, and 90% don't know how the process works. This results on a level of 98.3% of impunity in Mexico.

Solution: Portavox is a system that creates a community-reporting tool, which facilitates real time crime report, tracking and sharing information to help prevent and inform people about different crimes. By making the means of reporting present, easy, fast, and safe, Portavox increased the number of official crime reports and improves security in Mexico.

Social Impact: Portavox has three main benefits:
- It provides an easy, fast, and safe e-tool to report a crime.
- It gives users free legal assistance and keeps them connected to the report process.
- And it allows the government to gather the necessary data in order to generate effective strategies to fight crime.
Results:
For more than fifteen years we have linked design education with Mexican society through a “linkage projects”. This academic scheme has allowed our students to interact with different organizations through the resolution of complex problems. The integral design course is a great opportunity for our Design students, for diagnosing emerging social needs and their possible contribution in order to solve them.

We have collaborated with organizations in different aspects:
- Socio-economic analysis: promoting a culture of citizen participation.
- Product and service development: innovating through user centered research.
- Communication and culture: promoting good values.
- Human rights: defending and promoting human rights.
- Sustainable economies: developing businesses and curbing unemployment.
- Improving quality of life: support services for people living in poverty.
- People and the environment: fostering a respectful attitude to the environment.
- Health services: promoting a culture of holistic health and nutrition.
- Community projects: collaborating with community centers, cooperatives and organized groups developing projects for deprived sectors to overcome poverty.

This educational strategy requires our design students and faculty to reflect on their professional roles, values, personal attitudes and practical measures that can change Mexican social reality. This is an excellent opportunity to achieve the University’s mission as it raises the awareness of students and professors, promotes learning in a real-life situation and allows the application of specific Design’s knowledge and skills.
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PRACTICE-LED RESEARCH IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Marja Seliger (FI)

This article brings forth the role of research in graphic design higher university education and proposes changes in curricula to enhance research. Practice-led research projects can bridge masters of art and doctoral education and prepare students both for professional life and research. In today’s working life, design research methods are applied in problem solving and in creating artifacts. As the complexity of design problems increases, both artistic skills and theoretical knowledge are needed in design teams.

Complexity of design assignments

Graphic design has its roots on one hand in fine arts, and on the other hand in the media industry, which has developed rapidly since the 19th century. During the era of industrialization design was defined in relation to the mass production of goods, which in the case of graphics meant informative artifacts (Krippendorff 2006, 5). Markets grew for tangible media products, such as books, magazines and packaging, but also for the need to design corporate identities, promotional and advertising campaigns. The production of immaterial artifacts differs from the production of consumer goods, because identities and services are usually produced in single copies, tailored for clients and users. Another characteristic is that they are seldom creations of one designer, but instead designed in multidisciplinary teams.

The design of immaterial artifacts has significantly increased in recent years. The field of communication and service design has expanded to encounter new conceptual and ‘wicked’ problems.
Communication design is not only information and promotion but also participation in various dialogues and visualizing complex problems to make them understandable for different audiences. Societal and environmental values and the impact of design are regarded equally important as the efficiency in the production of goods and services for growing markets. When the complexity of design processes increases, they require co-creation and problem solving in multidisciplinary teams. This development brings forth the need to re-examine and rewrite the curricula for graphic designers' higher university education and research.

Graphic design higher university education and research
The studio-based education model of Bauhaus has been transferred to many design schools all over the world. This method has proven to be successful in teaching graphic design practice, but for university graduates that is not enough. They should be able to lead complex design processes, be innovative and responsible in solving problems and inspire their multi-talented teams. Today a designer needs theoretical knowledge, interpersonal and leadership skills in addition to practical and technical know-how.

My proposal is that practice-led research projects should be the method to bridge design practice and design research and combine multiple objectives in master of arts education. In fact, already the ambitious goal of Bauhaus was to develop science of design in addition to practical skills. Walter Gropius described workshops as laboratories and called for “— systematic experimentalism, both in theory and practice – in formal, technical and economic field” (Droste et al. 2004, 17). In Bauhaus the major focus was directed towards reflecting on industrial methods of production and their consequences for design.

Today the task for design education is to reflect upon design processes and objectives, as well as their effects on the society and environment. Graphic design plays an important role in the contemporary visual culture and media, which dominate the global post-industrial societies. However, graphic design research hardly exists in recent visual culture studies, as Rick Poyner points out in his blog. Visual culture studies examine the power and meanings of photography, film and art but pay very little attention to the role of graphic design. “Graphic design has been overlooked precisely because it forms the connective tissue that holds so many visual experiences together,” Poyner writes and refers to the transparency of graphic design (Poyner 2011).

Current design discourse is vivid and much has been written about design thinking, visual culture and digital media. Therefore,
the lack of graphic design research is striking and requires instant attention in education. In the following I will elaborate the problem using a case study from my home university TAIK as an example and tell about the corrective actions taken to enhance graphic design research.

Aalto University School of Art and Design (here TAIK) was one of the first universities to begin doctoral education in art and design in the 1980s (Arts Aalto Research timeline 2012). The first doctors of art were graduated in 1991 and altogether 90 doctors of art have graduated from TAIK up until the end of 2010. A survey of doctoral dissertations shows that in twenty years design research theories and methodologies have been developed especially within the department of industrial design. The topics of dissertations include concept design, service design, experience and emotional design, in addition to the research of design processes, artifacts and their usability. During the time period 1991–2010 only three doctoral dissertations were published within the study program of graphic design, but lately there is a growing interest towards research and doctoral studies among graphic designer graduates (Arts Aalto Reseda. Research Database 2012).

It might be that digital techniques and media convergence in the 1990s changed the graphic design profession so drastically that all attention was required to modify professional practices and adjust to the requirements of the new media. On one hand the adaptation to the rapid technical development delayed academic graphic design research, but on the other hand New Media and Media Art university education and research emerged. In TAIK Media Lab was established in 1992, which gave a push for media research and doctoral studies. Interest in visual culture studies and media representations grew also in other universities and graphic design artifacts were researched within the faculties of art history, cultural studies, social sciences and communication studies. In technical universities computer scientists developed and tested designers’ new toolkits, software and information techniques. Although the outcomes of these research activities are appreciated, designers’ own research is needed to study the process from inside out.

**Combining practice and research**

My argument is that to reach the validity of an academic domain any profession has to nurture research of its own area in addition to education. Practical education and research are interwoven for example in engineering, economical and medical sciences, and so it could be also in the domain of visual communication design. Klaus Krippendorff writes about the science for design and
concludes: "If designers do not stake this territory to themselves, other professions will." (Krippendorff 2006, 201). We, graphic design educators should seriously consider, what the consequences are if research is separated from practice and outsourced to other disciplines.

In Finland, employers have noticed the high standard of graphic design practical education in TAIK and this has increased demand for students' creative work. Based on the requests from commercial enterprises and the public sphere, real-life projects have become an important part in master of arts education. Under the supervision of their professors students can practice design skills in multidisciplinary teams with real clients. The outcome of such a project and the quality of artifacts created has to be of a professional standard, but the learning outcomes are also important. It is essential to document and reflect on design processes and thus to make a distinction with working life practice. Therefore emphasis is given to the expected learning outcomes when selecting proposals to be accepted as students' projects. The aim is that a practical design project should give material for a student's master of arts thesis, and whenever possible, doctoral students participate in supervising master of arts projects and theses. The method in TAIK today is to enhance graphic design research by building research projects in which practical real-life projects lead to academic research.

Many design researchers propose a paradigm shift towards human-centered design (Krippendorff 2006) and from objects to experiences to produce new knowledge and methods to inform decision-making (Davis 2008). Design research can help to see bigger contexts in which new artifacts are placed. Therefore visual culture studies, aesthetics and theories of perception and communication support practical design work. Rick Poynter writes: "Instead focusing on the designer, visual culture approach to design would focus on the effects of design as everyday, visual communication on its audience." (Poynter 2011)

Designing practice-led research projects
The real-life projects described above can also cause problems if they are too similar and do not correspond to educational interests. Therefore, in addition to project requests from commercial enterprises, professors in TAIK initiate projects, which combine practice with research and art with science according to the focus areas of the university. For example "City Sets - Discover the Design" is a multidisciplinary workshop-model and a research project aiming to study visual urban culture and design (City Sets 2011; Seliger &
Tuornola 2011). Students from architecture, new media and graphic design participate in workshops to use visual ethnography methods and collect pictorial material to create multi-point-of-view visual narratives. Thus, in the cross-disciplinary project masters of arts and doctoral students combine artistic and research methods.

Another example of practice-led research project is the initiative to visualize climate change information to promote sustainability. It is a research project being planned in collaboration with the Finnish Meteorological Institute and aims to explain and visualize the complex notion of climate change in order to persuade people to change their way of behavior towards a more sustainable culture. The Finnish Meteorological Institute has opened a portal (Ilmasto-opas 2011) containing a huge number of scientific articles about climate change - and very few illustrations. The portal was opened in Finnish language in October and the English version will be opened in 2012. With that portal we intend to test different visualizations and their impacts and interpretations among different audiences. The project will consist of two parts: 1) Creative production, and 2) Testing and research. The first part consists of practical design projects with master of art students. The second part involves also doctoral students and aims for a doctoral dissertation and articles. Thus the project would link art and design to research and science, which is one of the strategic goals of Aalto University.

Graphic design students in TAIK have the possibility to select their area of specialization and from that area they select the topic for their master of art thesis. The thesis can be an artistic production or a research project, but it always includes a written part. A survey of theses written in 1992–2011 shows a paradigm shift from graphic design tangible artifacts towards rather philosophical questions about effects, responsibilities and ethics in design (Thesis View 2011). Such ‘wicked problems’ as sustainable visual communication and action design have been addressed in recent masters of art theses.

In the current design thinking discourse the notion of ‘wicked problems’ means such complicated problems as pollution, urbanization or global warming, which are not possible to solve within one scientific discipline alone. “Wicked problems tend to shift disconcertingly with every attempt to solve them. Moreover, the solutions are never right or wrong, just better or worse” (Neumeier 2010, 15). My experience is that design students today are aware and concerned about the future and like to use their talent purposefully, to make the world a better place to live. They are cooperative and willing to work in multidisciplinary teams if we give them the opportunity.

To conclude, art and science are often seen as opposite activities. Science is referred to as something rational and objective, whereas
art is referred to as something intuitive and subjective. Making science is called research and making art is called art practice. As regards design, it has elements from both science and art. A design process has similarities with a research process, for both design and research processes include elements of problem solving. Design practice has also similarities with art practice, because artistic skills and an understanding of aesthetics are necessary for solving design problems successfully. Based on these thoughts we develop our
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RIGOROUS PRACTICE OF RESEARCH

Jan Kubasiewicz (USA), assistant: Agata Dworaczek (PL)

This 3-day workshop will focus on methodology and pedagogy of thesis development as practiced at the Dynamic Media Institute — the master’s program in communication design at Massachusetts College of Art and Design in Boston. MassArt MFA thesis in design is a proposition advancing a new point of view, that is maintained by argument resulting from a rigorous practice of research, prototyping, and writing. Based on the same principles, but in a microscale, this workshop will provide an introduction to a broad range of relevant subjects.

Workshop participants will learn:
— to recognize multiple goals of research.
— to formulate a proper searchable question.
— to consider “prototype culture” as an approach to design.
— to understand “reflective practice” and the role of writing in design process.
— to document and to present a case study.

The workshop will include brief lectures, demonstrations, studio projects, and ongoing class critiques and discussions. Details of the projects will be given on the first day of the workshop. The workshop is open to students, professionals and educators in the field of communication design, graphic design or dynamic media design. Those interested in the workshop are encouraged to explore student work developed at the Dynamic Media Institute, especially its 2010 publication “The Experience of Dynamic Media,” available for free download at the institute’s website: dynamicmedia institute.org.
WRITING ON DESIGN FOR DESIGNERS

Agata Szydłowska (PL)

Three days workshops devoted to the technique and methodology of writing about graphic design were addressed to students of design faculties.

Participants were able to get a practical knowledge and skills in the following areas:
- formulating a topic of a paper
- research and selection of the materials needed to write a text
- construction and basic rules in editing a text on design
- formulation of a problem related to the history and contemporaneity of design based on a reflection from various fields of the humanities as well as personal experiences and ideas
- clear and systematic presentation of the outcome of one’s own research and ideas in front of an audience
- formulation of critical conclusions and reflections
- a critical reflection on the subject of a paper and a bibliography

The aim of the workshops was to provide participants with useful tools which could help them in their work on papers written during their design studies. Skills obtained during the workshops can be also useful for future designers in presenting their ideas and concepts to their clients and commissioners.

The workshops contained the following parts:

1st day: discussion based on readings, formulation of own paper proposals
2nd day: research and work on the outlines of the papers
3rd day: presentations of the outlines and visual materials; discussions
Agata Szydłowska
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3D TECHNIQUES

Karolina Konieczna (PL)

Presented three-day workshops dealt with 3D and its practical application in graphic design.

On the very first day of the workshops, during the lecture, participants familiarized themselves with the 3D techniques – their division and range of applications. That same day they met closer to stereoscopic photography. Everyone had a chance to perform a series of stereoscopic images by an analog camera.

The theme of the second day was to convert the ordinary image into three-dimensional one. Using After Effects and pictures found on the Internet, everyone created a simple 3D. Second task of the day was to prepare a multi-layered graphics by Daniel Mróz.

Third day was devoted in the first part for 3ds Max and rendering stereoscopic images. The other part participants spent on creating their own 3D compositions using the knowledge acquired within the last three days.
Tym czasu łądzi
Tym czau xx 1apsi
Tymczasu łąski
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